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Visitation referendum to be held Tuesday
by Jack A. McKenzie
Editor-in-Chief
"Do you favor the sign in—sign out
procedure for this dorm?"
This is the question upon which Clemson
students living in University residence
halls will be asked to vote Tuesday in a
referendum designed to bring the
University's residence halls visitation
policies into compliance with Title IX of
the Education Amendments of 1972.
The referendum comes as a result of a
series of events which began late last
semester with a visitation violation case
involving a female resident who escorted a
male visitor through the back door of her
dormitory.
The case weaved its way through the
student courts where student legal advisors for the defendent argued appeals of
the original guilty verdict on the grounds
that existing visitation rules which require
female residents to check in their male
guests are discriminatory against women
and thus in violation of Title IX which
prohibits such discrimination.
To support this argument, one of the
-legal advisors, Mike Morris, contacted the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) and asked for an opinion.
In December HEW replied to Morris'
request in a letter which reads in part: "...
Clemson University has an imposed rule
requiring that women students sign-in
their guests and that ... as we understand
the situation ... these desparte regulations
(males have no sign-in policy) are a
violation of Title IX."
About this time, the local news media
picked up the story, causing the issue to
take on added significance.
With the beginning of this semester,
University administrators and Student
Government leaders began trying to
develop a course of action which would
bring about compliance with the federal
statutes in question. The course of action
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Will this scene continue to be repeated in the women's residence halls? Or will the
opposite happen, and Johnstone opt for sign-in? Tuesday will decide.
decided upon by the administration influenced by legislation in the Student
Senate is to hold a referendum to let the
residents in each dormitory decide for
themselves if the present policies should
be continued.
Deciding to hold the referendum,
however, did not eliminate controversy
over the question. Such matters as the
wording of the proposal to be voted on and
the number of votes necessary to cause a
change in the policies became subjects of
debate.
The Student Senate passed a resolution
calling for the question to be decided by a
majority of those voting, but the administration balked at that suggestion and
ruled that a majority of the residents in a
particular dormitory must opt for a

change before the sign-in rule w 11 be
abolished or instituted in that particular
dormitory.
Monday night the senate reaffirmed its
request for the majority of those voting to
be the decisive factor and on Tuesday the
administration confirmed its decision to
stick by the "majority-of-residents"
decision.
The administration's stand which includes procedural guidelines for the
referendum is presented in an opinion
written by Admiral Joseph B. McDevitt,
University counsel and approved by R. C.
Edwards,
University
president.
McDevitt's opinion reads in part as
follows:
"Neither Title IX nor its regulations
contain guidelines as to the procedure to

be followed in conducting a referendum for
the purpose at hand. Particularly each is
silent as to what vote shall be determinative. It follows that any voting
procedure which is reasonable and which
is equally and fairly applied in the instance
of residents of both female and male
residence halls, should stand the test of
Title IX regulations that the institution
shall not, on the basis of sex, apply different rules or regulations ...,' and shall
not, on the basis of sex 'subject any person
to separate or different rules of behavior,
sanctions or other treatment.'
"It is the administration of the
University which is responsible for ensuring proper compliance with Title IX
requirements and it is the institution which
will be held accountable for any failure to
do so. But the issue here goes beyond Title
IX considerations.
" ... It is common knowledge and experience that despite the deep signifiance
of many issues to be.decided at the polls,
many voters do not exercise their franchise. These who do not, are, in my
opinion, generally the ones who, because
of apathy, or otherwise, are unconcerned
with change in the status quo. Again, in my
opinion, the actual voters are those who
are not content with the present and seek
to change it.
"If this is true and I believe it is, the very
real possibility exists that a voting
minority can bring about a change not
favored by a majority of the eligible
voters. Unfortunately this is an
unavoidable reality in elections,
referendums and other voting situations
where established laws and regulations
make it possible. It need not and should
not, be possible when, as in the present
instance, there are no established rules
and the opportunity is available to at least
attempt to establish rules to preclude such
an unfair result.
(continued on page 7)

Student court creating new image for itself
by Jennifer Fennell
Associate Editor
The student court system at Clemson
University has undergone major changes
in both its sanctions and facilities. John
Perkins, chairman of the supreme court,
explained why the court's sanctions
needed to be reformed. "As it was, the
court's hands (once deciding guilt) were
tied because they had to hand out punishment which either meant nothing or
resulted in kicking someone out of school.
The new sanctions are more substantive."
The new sanctions were passed by the
senate on February 9. The purpose of this
legislation is: "To provide more flexibility
within the court structure with regards to
the penalities administered to offenders."
These sanctions or any combination of
them may be imposed upon a student
found guilty of any form of misconduct.
The sanctions are as follows:

A. Admonition.
An oral statement'by the respective Dean
of Students to the student offender
that he has violated a Student
Regulation.
B. Censure.
An official written reprimand, formally
communicated by letter, which gives
- official notice to the student that any
subsequent offense against the Student
Regulations will carry heavier
penalties because of prior infraction.
C. In-Kind Restitution.
1. Reimbursement for damage to, or
destruction of, University property or
property of any person.
2. Restitution in the form of appropriate
service to be performed.
3. Recommendation to the Residence Halls
Office that the student be moved to
another room.

D. Restriction of Privileges.
1. Loss of automobile privileges, (which
includes removal of automobile from
campus or disapproval of request to
bring automobile on campus, or both)
2. Awaiting last day to sign up for dormitory rooms.
3. Awaiting last day to obtain football
tickets.
4. Denial of dormitory visitation
privileges.
5. Denial of the right to vote in University
held elections on or off campus for a
specified period.
E. Probation.
Permits continuation of the relationship
between the student and the University; however, the Court placing a
student on probation will clearly define
the limitations of the probationary
period. These limitations may include:
1. The right to belong to any recognized

student organizations or participate in
any recognized function of the same.
2. The right to participate in intramural
competitions.
3. The right to represent the university on
official business.
4. The right to be elected or appointed as a
member or officer of any student
governing body.
Sentences of Probation may be:
1. Indefinite — Probationary time was
determined by the sentencing court.
2. Definite — Probationary terminal date
shall coincide with the official ending
of the academic school year.
F. Eviction.
Removal from University housing.
G. Suspension.
May be recommended by the sentencing
(continued on page 7)
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Students can prove
Administration wrong
A challenge has been issued to students. It is
a challenge that cannot be ignored and one
which must be met.
We are of course speaking of the administration's decision to consider all the
votes not cast in the Title IX referendum on
visitation policies as votes for no change.
While this decision itself could alone be the
subject of a lengthy editorial, the reasons
given for the decision rest on such a dubious
foundation that they beg to be refuted.
Admiral Joseph McDevitt, University
counsel and author of the opinion adopted by
the administration, plainly bases his
argument on the grounds that students are
apathetic. He states, "Those who do not vot<
are, in my opinion, generally the ones who
because of apathy, or otherwise, are unconcerned with change in the status quo."
We are to believe then that to be unconcerned is to be content. But according to
the Random House Dictionary of the English
Language, College Edition, "concern" means
"to relate to." If the unconcerned nonvoters feel no relationship to the issue then
they will hardly feel discriminated against
whatever the visitation policy in the dorm is.
Thus the administration's statement, "... the
very real possibility exists that a voting
minority can bring about a change not favored
by a majority of the eligible voters," does not
hold water. If one is unconcerned, one will
neither favor nor disfavor the final decision.
While the administration's aim may indeed
be as it is stated in the written opinion—"to
establish rules to preclude ... an unfair result"
— what the administration's guidelines will in
effect cause is a gross injustice to those
students who are concerned and who do vote.
It seems to us to be near absurdity to allow
people who don't vote to control a referendum.
Following such logic would result in always
having the same president of the United
States, the same representatives in Congress,
the same governor of South Carolina
(assuming there were no limits on terms of
office), the same }aws as in 1776, the same
everything. There simply would be no need for
voting at all since, as the admiral points out,
"It is common knowledge and experience that
... many voters do not exercise their franchise."
Regardless of the shaky logic used to support them, the guidelines exist and will
probably continue to exist until Tuesday. Thus
it is imperative that the student body not allow
the guidelines to thwart the success of the
referendum.
It is impossible for anyone to know what the
real feeling of the students is if the students
don't vote. Students must not allow the administration to decide what the will of the
majority is which is exactly what will be
happening when a student fails to vote.
Students cannot allow this challenge to their
common sense and personal integrity to go
unanswered.
We do not wish to influence anyone as how
he or she should vote.But we do urge every
resident student to prove the administration's
estimate of students wrong.
And remember, if you don't vote, someone
else will be making up your mind for you.
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Letters
Tiger apology
Requested
The quotation in the Tiger
credit box for the February 5,
1976, edition is a most blatant
example of a modern talent for
misquotation of Holy Scripture.
Arranged as they were, the words
of Christ, "Write this, for these
words are trustworthy and true "
(Revelation 21:5), were obviously intended to convey their
meaning towards that issue. This
is nothing less than blasphemy,
and instead of enhancing the
week's effort, destroys it.
In this reference the crucified,
resurrected, ascended, and
enthroned Christ, Jesus of
Nazareth, proclaims to the
Apostle John the completion of
God's judgment which will result
in the destruction of this earth
and the second death for those
who names are not in the book of
life. (See Revelation 20:11-21:5.)
Then the Son of God says, "Write
this, for these words are trustworthy and true ... It is done! I
am the Alpha and Omega, the
beginning and the end. To the
thirsty I will give water without
price from the fountain of the
water of life. He who conquers
shall have this heritage, and I
will be his God and he shall be my
son. But as for the cowardly, the
faithless, the polluted, as for
murderers, fornicators, sorcerors, idolaters, and all liars,
their lot shall be in the lake that
burns with fire and brimstone,
which is the second death."
Revelation 21:56-8 (RSV).
It is obvious, even to those not
Biblically oriented, that this use
of Jesus' wording regarding His
sufficiency and availability to the
separated from God is grossly
misleading. Such use of a student
media representative's words
would certainly draw harsher
criticism and an apology for
misstatement in the next edition.
I ask for no less. Otherwise, the
ability of the Tiger staff to
correctly use any quotation will
be righteously suspect from now
till eternity.

One more item; it is customary
when using a Biblical quotation in
print (whether correctly or not)
to identify the translation or
version from which it was taken.
This particular one may be found
in the Revised Standard Version,
as may my replacement of it in
its context.
David Stroud

Bottle BUI not
Backed by facts
I have been reading with much
interest proponments of the
Bottle Bill making statements
and quoting facts that can not be
backed by anything more than
wishful thinking and personal
opinion.
Dr. G. H. Aull of Clemson wrote
"The claim that the proposed
remedy would be costly in terms
of jobs and prices is as untrue as
it is ridiculous. (Experience in
other states with similar
legislation
proves
otherwise....)."
Fact: Costs were up. The
beverage industries has to invest
an additional $6,400,000 to
$8,500,000 to comply with the bill.
The consumer had to pay an
average of 26 cents per case more
for soft drinks.
Also, the net reduction in jobs
ranged between 165 and 227 in the
first year of the Bottle Bill.
Dr. Aull continues "I would
question too, the idea put forward
by opponents of the legislation
that "only 20 percent" of the
litter now collected along our
street and roads is accounted for
by bottles and cans."
Fact: Most surveys put
beverage containers at less than
20 percent of roadside litter.
This composition of litter
varies from urban to suburban to
rural areas. But in all areas,
paper accounts for over 50 percent of litter.
Eighty per cent of all litter
comes from construction sites,
uncovered trucks, loading docks
and from household and
storefront garbage.
Of total solid waste (by
weight), all metal accounts for

only 8.5 percent and glass for 6
percent. Paper accounts for 59
percent of solid waste.
Fact: The State of Oregon
conducted surveys. By their own
reports the beverage bill
legislation reduced litter by 10.6
percent in the beginning. This per
cent soon began to drop and the
Highway Department discontinued the surveys.
Note: Sources of information
for the above facts
A Oregon Highway Division
Litter Survey
B. Oregon's official "Study of
the Effectiveness and impact
of the Oregon Minimum
Deposit Law," by Applied
Decisions Systems, Inc.
C. The Beverage Can Makers
D. American Society of Civil
Engineers
E. Sidney Mudd, National Soft
Drink Association (testimony
befor House Subcommittee on
Transportation and Commerce,
Committee
on
Interstate and Foreign
Gommerce).
Fact: Since 1972 over 300
"Bottle Bills" have been introduced in 45 states. Only
Oregon and Vermont have
enacted such bills.
Every restrictive container
referendum taken to the voters
has been defeated at the polls.
This is a perfect example of informing the public of all the facts,
pro and con, and letting them
make the decision.
When the facts have been
brought
forth
concerning
amounts of litter, results expected, costs involved, economic
impact, and what the beverage
bill will not do, the people will
realize they made the right
decision.
Thomas O'Connor

Waylon Jennings
Fan responds
In regard to last week's article
entitled "CDA Suffers Another
Concert Cancellation," not only
did Beach Club blow it by can(continued to page three)
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celing Harry Chapin and Jimmy
Buffet, but our very own
"knowledgeable" John Leitch,
president of the CDA, cancelled
Waylon Jennings. There are
many Waylon fans who are very
disappointed at this decision. We
really cannot see how Mr. Leitch
can believe that Waylon Jennings
is not a crowd pleaser.
They were going to bring
Waylon Jennings and Willie
Nelson to Greenville Memorial
Auditorium, but they did not
think there would be enough
room. There are some people who
honestly believe that there are
only two types of music: Waylon
and
non-Waylon.
In
all
seriousness, we, along with many
other Waylon fans, feel the CDA
should reconsider their cancellation of Waylon Jennings. If
you desire a petition for a Waylon
Concert, Mr. Leitch, please feel
free to contact us.
Gary "Ram" Ramsey
Hal Turner

'Hall Hockey'
Disrupts Tiger
The media offices on the eighth
and ninth levels of Johnstone hall
are being plagued by the
residents of Johnstone hall. The
halls are used for "hall hockey"
(literally-as I write this, two guys
are banging a ball around outside
of the Tiger offices with hockey
sticks, skateboard runways, and
karate practice areas). It is hard
enougn to put in more hours than
you'd care to mention on a
newspaper, yearbook, magazine,
or radio station with just the
skateboards and hockey pucks
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, flying around the halls but it is
down right impossible to function
while some hyped-up, kung foo
kid smashes two by fours in the
hall (not to mention breaking
through the plasterboard walls).
It is really hard to believe that a
college student would actually
have nothing better to do than
break holes in walls.
I'm sure I speak for all the
media staffs when I ask that our
halls no longer be used as game
areas. I suggest that you play at
Fike field house. I know that it's a
long way off for most of you but
maybe the walk will help you to
work off some of your excess
energy.
Chris Riley

Women shouldn't
Be complacent
This concerns the recent letters
of M. A. Nolan and the subsequent responses. I was shocked
at M. A. Nolan's assertions but
even more so by the reactions to
his letter. In particular I refer to
the Tiger editor's statements and
those letters to the editor that >
suggested that perhaps it was
time to look for a new religion
other than Christianity if Nolan's
assertions were sound. It is quite
obvious that M. A. Nolan does not
know much about the Bible and
Christianity, but his errors were
compounded by the Tiger editor
and others who accepted Nolan's
statements about Christian
doctrine as truth. Before anyone
has the audacity to advocate
rejecting the Christian religion I
suggest they do some research
and study in the Bible.
In addition to the above
criticism, I would like to comment on the Tiger editorial on
student government. The article
seemed to imply that Clemson
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University had accomplished a
great feat by electing a woman to
the head of the Student* Senate,
and that we could feel satisfied
with our progress and could rest
easy. I feel that women have
made great strides here at
Clemson University in supplying
leadership to the student body.
However we cannot allow the
election of one woman to a
position of authority to placate
our consciences and our attitudes
towards women in government.
Women have consistently been
honored in the Bible; historically
they have helped fill the void of
leadership in times of crisis.
I believe that now would be the
time to look forward to seeing a
qualified woman register and
make a serious bid for the
president of the student body at
Clemson. It would certainly open
the way for the entire campus to
see Iiow our fellow students would
react and receive the legitimate
threat of a woman running for the
highest student office on campus.
Will M. A. Nolan's predictions
prove true that women are unfit
to fill the office because they are
morally, physically, and in many
other ways inferior in the eyes of
our society? Will a woman
register, will a woman run?
Peter J. Groen

One more attack
On Nolan letter
In response to M. A. Nolan's
letter, I will reserve comment on
his self-estimation as "not a male
chauvinist". But I must take
exception, not only to his
arguments against the appointment of Miss Warren as
Senate head, but also to his
means of expressing himself. Mr.
Nolan prefaces one argument by
admitting that he is not an avid
Bible student and then proceeds
to prove it. I presume that he is
basing his opinion upon the
teachings of the Apostle Paul,
especially I Corinthinians 11:3-16.
This passage is frequently
misinterpreted and decontextualized to support such views
as Mr. Nolan's. I would also refer
him to the Biblical stories of
Ruth, Esther and Mary, if he
would like a more complete
picture of the Biblical tradition
concerning the role of women.
Beyond this, I object to Mr.
Nolan's reference to women's
"proper, assigned role in
society". What is proper? Who
does the assigning? I can not
conjecture as to Mr. Nolan's
meaning. However, I fear that he
doesn't feel that a woman's place
is wherever she as an individual
is needed and fulfilled.
Mr. Nolan's "clincher" is that
female involvement in student
politics is "against the principles
held by most Clemson students."
Upon what does he base this
estimation? And where in his
thought process'did he consider
the probable opinions of
thousands of women enrolled at
Clemson?
I think Mr. Nolan should reexamine his opinion and its bases
and perhaps alter his somewhat
rosy view of how many people
really agree with him.

Letter from the Editor
, The opinions expressed in Letter from the
Editor are those of the particular author-ofthe-week and should not be construed as being
either the majority or minority views of the
Tiger's editorial board.

Student courts lauded
by Jack A. McKenzie
Editor-in-Chief I have long held the belief that of the three
. branches of Student Government the Judicial
Branch has the greatest potential for immediately and directly affecting the lives of
Clemson students. My reason for believing
that such is the case is that since the student
courts deal with violations of student
regulations, the courts are the part of Student
Government with which a student is in the
most direct one-to-one relationship.
I do not mean to suggest that the average
student should relish the thought of being
brought before the courts on a violation
charge, but it's sort of comforting to know that
if one is charged with a violation one has an
opportunity to be judged by one's peers.
And as for the courts having an effect, I
think it goes without saying that the power to
recommend suspension from the University or
to find one not guilty of a charge can have a
rather large effect on one's life.
Yet I have found it necessary in the past to
be critical of the courts and of the atmosphere
which has at times prevailed during court
sessions. There have been times when the
courts have not distinguished themselves as
wells of wisdom or halls of justice.
It is therefore with a great deal of pleasure
and with a big sigh of relief that I can comment that the judicial system is beginning to
shake off the pettiness which has at times
plagued it in and is beginning to assume its
rightful role as a key factor in the preservation of student rights.
For example, the Title IX referendum on
visitation policies scheduled for Tuesday is a
direct result of action initiated in the student
courts. Regardless of one's stand on the
visitation issue, one must admit (or at least I
hope one would admit) that students of both
sexes should be allowed to decide what
policies should govern visitors to the dorms.
Had it not been for student legal advisors
and the courts, the question of discrimination
in the policies would probably have been much
longer in reaching the referendum stage. The
courts have provided the students with a
chr ~e to express themselves on the issue.
In effect then, the courts have expanded
their roles. Instead of just ruling on violations,
the courts are serving as laboratories for the
testing of student rights. This is an extremely
important function.
Moving into the new court chambers,
adopting new and stricter procedures, and
having more flexibility in the dispensing of
penalties (thanks to the new sanctions
passed by the Student Senate) each have
contributed to enhancing the courts' image
and smoothing court operations.
But even more importantly, the members of
the court system seem to be taking their jobs
more seriously, and as long as this combination of elements exists, then the courts
will continue to play a vital role on this
campus.
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Hypnotist's performance amazes small crowd
by Harry Bayne
Professional hypnotist Edwin Baron
performed before a small but receptive
Tillman Hall audience Thursday,
February 5. Sponsored by the Student
Union, Baron has appeared on "The Mike
Douglas Show" eight times and has been
recognized in Time for his hypnotically
supervised weight-loss program.
After asking for volunteers, Baron
eliminated his unresponsive subjects by
testing their concentration spans. After
seven subjects were selected the hypnotist-showman went on to astound the
curious for 30 minutes.
The subjects were instructed at various

times to experience partial paralysis, joy,
sadness, fear and to feel intense-cold, heat,
thirst, and anger. "I felt like I wanted to do
what he (Baron) told us, instead of really
feeling any sensations," reported Ken
Port, a volunteer.
"I believe he could've put me under
completely," Port added. "The whole
time, I kept wondering if I was really
under. I knew what was going on, what I
was doing."
Another subject, Cathy Skinner,
remarked that some of Baron's feats
succeeded because "some of the students
faked it." She declined to elaborate,
saying, "I won't tell you what parts were

real and which weren't." Skinner said that
she is an amateur hypnotist herself.
"Baron knows his stuff, and his
suggestions did have an effect on me," she
commented. "He is a good hypnotist."
Port was amazed that an hour and a half
had elapsed between the times he walked
on and left the stage. "I looked down at my
watch and I couldn't believe that I'd been
up there for more than 15 minutes. But I
was really tired."
During the act, Baron told Port to move
a foldingchair which the hypnotist said
weighed a half ton. "My legs were tense
afterward, like they'd be after football

practice. I couldn't move that chair," he
recalled.
The subjects were also told to become
Liberace, and each began going through
the motions of playing the piano.
"Something very strange happened when I
went back to my seat," Port remembered.
"My best friend asked me my name, and I
said, 'Lib—.' Then I caught myself, but I
still had to think about what my name
was."
Of Baron's post-hypnotic suggestion that
the subjects would take an increased interest in their school work, Skinner
laughed, "No, that didn't work. You can't
be made to do anything against your will."

Impact of Bowie's new album: it 'kits' you
by Dave Farmer
STATION TO STATION
by David Bowie
Station to Station opens with the sound of
a train steaming from speaker to speaker
and this is the impact with which the
album hits you. David Bowie has put
together an album with six good, enjoyable
songs, including the single "Golden
Years."
Generally described as an upbeat
album, Station to Station may not carry
the excitement of David Live, but is in
itself an excellent vinyl photograph of
Bowie's progressive talents. He has come
a long way since The Rise and Fall of
Ziggy Stardust and The Spiders From
Mars.
There is no denying that David Bowie is
strange, but there is also no denying that
he is an important musical talent. His rare
concerts are gathering places for orange
hair, glittered faces, and outrageous
clothes. However, it is their ears that light
up when Bowie begins.
David has seen his nine albums rack up
sales info the multi-millions. Station to
Station will no doubt add more fuel to
Bowie's already raging fire. "Golden
Years," his follow-up to the number one

single "Fame," is doing well across the
country.
I find' 'Golden Years" to be the best song
on the album, though this is true probably
only because it is familiar. After listening
to the rest of the album once, the other
songs, too, exhibit their musical value.
The title cut may at first seem
monotonously metallic, but because it is
slightly over ten minutes long, there is
room for several mood changes which
make "Station to Station" likable.
After "Golden Years," Bowie slows
down the tempo a bit .with "Word on a
Wing." This is his most soothing vocal on
the album.
The second side begins withthe lively
piano of "TVC 1 5." An interwoven eerie
chorus lends to the song a strange quality.
"Stay" is the most reminiscent of past
works by Bowie. Showing off his vocal
control, he lays down the most metallic
band on Station to Station.
David Bowie condlues with "Wild is the
Wind," a song uncharacyeristically tender.
The use of acoustic guitar closes the
album on a soft note, leaving me with a
remembrance of this Bowie album less
harsh than of others. Overall, Station to
Station is quite enjoyable, if you take the

time to listen.
i

IF THE SHOE FITS
Pure Prairie League
If you like to categorize rock bands,
Pure Prairie League goes under soulfulcountry -and-western-soft-rock-folk-easylistening-blues. You may as well forget
trying to classify them; they're just plain
good.
If The Shoe Fits opens with the Buddy
Holly Classic "That'll Be the Day." All
other compositions have their origin
within the group.
Because of extensive use of such- instruments as the steel guitar and the
dobro, most, if not all, of the songs take on
a country air. "I Can Only Think of You" is
very reminiscent of The Amazing Rhythm
Ace's "Third Rate Romance." "Lucille
Crawfield," though still country, ends side
one on a more lively note.
Side two starts with the uncharacteristically bluesy "Gimme
Another Chance," complete with an
unidentified saxophonist. But that ain't
nuthin' compared to "Out On the Street."
A light, country ballad, "Goin; Home,"
completes If the Shoe Fits.
This album is pleasant and easy to listen
to, though not lifelessly light. Pure Prairie
League, on their fourth RCA album, is not

Keep in mind the upcoming-production
of "USA" to be presented by the Student
Union's Cultural Committee. SCORE'S
production of "USA'' is set against the
outstanding events of the Roaring
Twenties, and features six actors por-^
traying sixty different roles. The lively*
performance will include music, dance,
drama, and message. "USA" will be
played in Tillman Hall on February 20;
times of the performances and other information will be posted at a later date.
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"Anderson, TA Photo-Essay," will be
exhibited February 9-29 at the Anderson
County Arts Center, 405 North Main Street,
Anderson. The exhibit, photographed and
compiled by the photojournalism
workshop class at the College of Journalism, University of South Carolina,
consists of over 60 photographs which
make a picture story about the city and
people of Anderson. A reception with
refreshments will be held Sunday af-

just another Eagles copier. It was a record
worth making, and one worth listening to.
IT'S TIME FOR REGIS
Regis Philbin
This is what you've been waiting for, and
it's been around for years. Regis Philbin,
star of ABC's game show "The Neighbors," has an album.
With unsurpassed style and pizazz,
Regis begins It's Time For Regis! with
everybody's favorite, "Mame." Three
sons later, after an introduction that
sounds like the Temptations, we are
greeted with "Swanee," sung as only he
and Al Jolson could.
Though you can hardly believe it, you
find that the second side offers even more
great songs and great rendentions. Regis
pulls all the stops, bringing a medley of
"Toot, Toot, Tootsie (Goodbye)" and
"Baby Face" up to date by ad-libbing at
the end.
"Bye-bye, Toots. Sock it to 'em, Tootsie," he calls. Next, Regis sings "Pennies
from Heaven,"-in his own opinion, "better
than Bing does." I'm afraid this is once
that I'll have to disagree, but it is good.
Regis Francis Xavier Philbin is more
than just a successful game show host —
he is an accomplished vocalist. This album
may be the only proof of that (knock on
wood).
ternoon, February 15 from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Students and the public are invited to
attend.
Heard whispers about the TransAmerica bicycle trip upcoming this
summer? Well, there is still time to join
the Collegiate Cross-Country Bike Ride
being held in honor of the American
Revolution Bicentennial. The special
college-age group will be leaving from
Pueblo, Colorado, and arriving approximately 45 days later in Richmond,
Virginia. The route itself will be along part
of the Bicentennial '76 trail.
College students wishing to take the trip
must be members of the official Bicentennial group and should expect to ride
from 50 to 70 miles a day and camp or stay
in youth hotels along the way. If interested, write directly to Collegiate
Bicentennial, 615-Nevada, Sausalito, CA.
94965. and enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. The address for the
official Bicentennial is: Bicentennial, P.O.
Box 1034, Missoula, Montana 59801.

Chicago theater group performs 'Goosebumps'
by Paul Pushkar
A small Tillman Hall audience witnessed a different type of entertainment
last Saturday evening, a performance
which most seemed to thoroughly enjoy.
The occasion was a performance of the
Dinglefest Theater group of their original
musical satire, "Goosebumps." This
conglomeration of skits and songs dealt
with fear, both rational and irrational,
superstition and urban paranoia.
One comment which was heard most
frequently after the performance was that
the Dinglefest Theater group is a different
brand of theater. Yet their style is not
radically different from the improvisational, theater which one could
often see on the late night television of
Johnny Carson.
Such groups as the Ace Trucking
Company perform short situational skits
without props. Thematically, their show
dealt subliminally and satirically with
fear, but the strongest attraction of the
performance lay within the comic
techniques of each individual.
Of recurring interest was the McWebb
sequence, a set of skits spaced throughout
the show. Dealing with an inhibited and
down-trodden man, George Schubert
McWebb, it comically examined the fears
and apprehensions of everyday life.
Situations such as trying to succeed in
work or encounters with oppressive people
such as the cabbie, the waitress, the boss,
and the night watchman were portrayed
alternately with humor and pathos.
McWebb was aptly played by Dean

Matthews, who possesses the comic
inhibition of a Tim Conway and the
bumbling inefficiency of a Don Knotts,
with an expressive rubber face to match.
The real success in Matthews' technique
lay in his ability to show that there is a bit
of McWebb in all of us.
Other scenes of note were a passable
performance by Alice Molter in "Bitch
Power," a vocal routine by a liberated
feminist, out to conqueror the world,
whose fear is that she doesn't have a date
for Friday night. George Solomon
topically summed up the feelings of many
individuals in his musical satire of the
CIA. A skit concerning a mugging, with
Gary Konigsfeld, Robert Fiddler, and

Wendy Goldman, dealt with violence and
pain that was almost too painful to be true.
The greatest success of the entire
evening was in the group's portrayal of
machines. Rather than using props, the
performers were the props, imaginatively
portraying a revolving door, a filing
cabinet, a cab with a blaring radio, an
intercom, and a television camera and
monitor. Verging on pantomime, their
realistic performances were one of the
best parts of the show, overshadowed only
by their portrayal of prehistoric
"beasties" in the skit, "In the Beginning."
Their "monsters" of this set were
hilarious, and were well received by the
audience.

Student Union robbed of TV
by Jack A. McKenzie
Editor-in-Chief
The Edgar A. Brown University Union is
being plagued with thievery.
According to Butch Trent, director of the
University Union, two chairs, a large
ashtray, and a color TV have been stolen
from the lounges in the Union complex in
recent days.
The ashtray was later discovered in a
student's room and has been returned to
the Student Union lounge (the old loggia)
from where it was taken.
The chairs and TV were stolen from the
Skylight lounge on the courtyard level of
the Union and have not been recovered.
Concerning the "Skylight" thefts, Trent
explained that the building is locked at

midnight when the Union officially closes,
"but someone must have stayed in the
building" after closing and then absconded
with the stolen items.
"It's really a shame when people start
stealing from themselves," Trent commented as he pointed out that the facilities
of the Union belong to students and exist
for the benefit of students.
"We'll probably get yelled at now for not
having a TV down there anymore," he
said, "but we can't replace it this year. We
just don't have the money."
Trent noted that while "there's no proof
it was a student" who stole the chairs and
TV, indicators tend to suggest that a
student or number of students played at
least some role in the thefts.

Student

The evening was flawed only by a poor
sound system of taped music to back them
up on the vocal numbers, but because all of
their equipment is mobile and therefore
very limited, this flaw can be excused.
Although the musical talent of the players
cannot be faulted, the non-musical
numbers were more successful than the
musical ones.
The Dinglefest Theater's performance
was an imaginative, unique evening of
entertainment of relatively high quality.
Their contemporary comic technique is of
the best that I have seen. Their technique
will go a long way adding much to the
comic genre.

Move cars before
Saturday's game
Resident students with cars parked in
the lot behind Death Valley are reminded
lhat the lot must be cleared by 10 a.m.
Saturday to make room for the cars of
persons attending the Clemson-Maryland
basketball game scheduled for Saturday
afternoon.
Residents' cars may be parked in
commuter lots, on the old rugby field, and
in parking lot R2 behind Cemetery Hill.
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for

President
Vice-President
High & Low Court
will be March 2.
Petition deadline
is February 15,
REFERENDUM CONCERNING SIGN-IN, SIGN-OUT POLICY
BYRNES HALL
Question: Do you favor a sign-in, sign-out
Have you read the chapter on pasta? It's packed with delicious

policy in your dorm?

spaghetti and Cavatini* deep dish pasta. Or feast your eyes on
our sandwich section. Skim through the chapter on salad. Not to
mention our classic description of Pizza Hut pizzas.
There's a lot to enjoy in the Pizza Hut
restaurant menu. Come check it out.

College Avenue
Clemson, SC
01975 Pina Hut, Inc.

654-5579

*A trademark of Pina Hut, inc., for our unique deep dish pasla.

February 111976

Ifea
-Hut
Our people make it better

February 17

**

YES

NO

#

CIRCLE ONE, PLEASE
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History of award described by Montgomery
by Chester S. Spell
Features Editor
In a few weeks Clemson students will
have the opportunity to participate in one
of the oldest and most highly regarded
traditions on campus.
The event is the Trustees' Medal
Oratory Contest, which awards a medal to
the best speaker in the contest.
The speeches are to be on any topic a
student might wish to speak on, and should
be less than 10 minutes in length. The
general purpose of the speech should be to
persuade the audience to the speaker's
point of view.
The deadline for entry in to the contest is
February 23; Preliminary competition
begins on March 1 with the final competition on March 8.
The oratory contest was initiated in 1903
and is the oldest non-academic award
granted by the University according to
Barbara Montomery, instructor of English
and coordinator of the contest.
In earlier years, the contest was the
focal point of a rivalry between the thendominant literary societies on campus,
which included the Calhoun Literary
Society, the Palmetto Literary Society and
the Columbian Literary Society. J
Representatives from these and other
grops regarded the contest and awards as
an important battle in an era of Clemson's
history when the majority of students
belonged to one of these societies.
Through the years, many noted in-.
dividuals in Clemson's history have been
involved in the contest and awards.

Henry Tillman (probably related to Ben
Tillman of Tillman Hall fame) was the
first recipient of the Trustees' Medal in
1903. President of the Calhoun Literary
group, Tillman was also class vicepresident and a member of the football
team, as well as being involved in many
other organizations.
By the 1930's the literary societies began
to lose their prominence; in 1943 the
Calhoun Forensic Society took sole
responsibility of the contest. At this point
the contest was moved from the second
day of commencement ceremonies to the
present date, midway through the spring
semester.
The contest was suspended by the
Second World War, but shortly afterward
was resumed.
Last year the award was won by Pat
Warren, recently elected as president of
the student senate.
"There was a time when the Trustees
Medal was considered to be the highest
honor that Clemson University awarded,"
Montgomery said. "But in recent years the
interest has faded," she added.
"Last year, about 15 students participated in the contest, and I would
consider this a good turnout," she noted.
"This year, though, we already have had
about 15 people show interest, so I think
this year will be a even better one for the
competition," Montgomery commented.
"I think that out of a student body of
10,000 we should certainly expect at least
that number to show an interest in the
Trustees' Medal," she held.
Montgomery also noted that there was

tgomery noted, "we leave the topic open to
the student entirely. In the past few years
the topics mainly significant subjects on
current issues — whether they be about
college, society, or politics."
"The characteristic which we want
most," she stated, "is as representative a
sample of speakers as we can get. If we
are going to present the Trustees' Medal to
the 'best speaker on campus' then the best
speakers should be there participating."
The Trustees' Medal itself will be
awarded during the Honors and Awards
Day in April.
Entry forms and other information on
the Trustees Medal Oratory Contest can be
obtained from Montogomery at room 313
Strode Tower, or phone 656-3446.

never a problem of too many students
trying for the award, and that there is
always room for more. "We could conduct
a contest with 45 or 50 students with no
trouble at all, and take several more with
only a little difficulty, so we would really
like to have more students participate,"
she said.
At the present time, a wide range of
interests prevail among the students who
participate in the contest.
"The student body is pretty much
represented across the board," Montgomery said, "but the least participation
comes from science majors, probably
because they do not know about the contest."
"Although we stress that the speeches
should be of a persuasive nature," Mon-

Support the
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FOR PIZZAS
& SUBS CALL
654-6990

Fast Free Delivery
Old

30' BEER
busch - 30c

bud - 30°
e

miller - 30

miller lite - 30°

schlitz - 30e

schlitz light - 30°

old milwaukee - 30°
michelob - 40°
sold only in 12 oz. bottles

UNIVERSITY SQUARE MINI-MALL
—RIGHT NEXT TO HARDEE'S—
Shooting Games

Air Hockey

FOOSBALL

Pool

PRO BOWLING

Bumper Pool

*

CLOSE MON., TUE., WED.-7:00 PM
THUR., FRL, SAT-9:00 PM

Black Label ".^l"
Pabst 16 oz.
11 ™
Rib Steak alb. 89*
a six-pak

FOUR PAWS
Pinball

FLIPPER MACHINES
(2 games of 5 balls each)
TANK
DRIVING GAMES

free-juke box

Morton Chicken or
Turkey dinners
Peter Pan
Peanut Butter

11 oz.
package
12 oz.
jar

much, much more

GAMER00M - LOUNGE - BAR

654-1369

FEB. 16 PINBALL TOURNAMENT

WM

Pendleton
Road
Behind
Armory

Ground Beef

♦

59'
♦
69 alb.
the Tiger

Referendum^
(continued from page 1)
"In my opinion, the 'Sign in—Sign out'
question should not be decided by a
majority of votes cast in a particular
residence hall unless the actual count of
votes cast constitutes a majority of the
residents of that residence hall. This
principle is recognized in an analogous,
factual setting on Page 105 of the Student
Handbook where it is provided under the
heading, 'Residence Visitation,' in Article
I-B that visitation hours may be decreased
or eliminated 'in each residence by a
majority vote of all residents ...'
"In light of the foregoing discussion, I
recommend that the following guidelines
govern the outcome of the referendum:
"(a) Each residence hall shall have as
many votes as it has residents.

"(b) Each ballot shall request a 'Yes' or
'No' answer to the question, 'Do you favor
the sign in—sign out procedure for this
dorm?
"(c) Each vote not cast by a resident of a
particular residence hall shall count as a
vote for no change in the present sign in—
sign out rule in that hall.
"(d) Maximum turnout should be encouraged to ensure that the will of the
majority of residents in each residence
hall is determined by the votes actually
cast by its residents.
"(e) That these guidelines be published
in the Tiger this week and be prominently
displayed on all residence hall bulletin
boards and elsewhere so that all resident
students . may
be
completely

knowledgeable as to how his or her vote
will be counted if it is not cast."
McDevitt explained that it was
necessary for the administration to
develop appropriate guidelines without the
assistance of HEW because HEW will
respond only to written requests for
opinions and then thoroughly researches
the question before responding. He stated
that time would not permit such a process
to be completed before Tuesday.
He added, however, that "any student is
at liberty to write HEW on his own" for an
opinion.
Reaction from Morris and other legal
advisors concerned with matter to the
guidelines has been generally negative. In
Morris' words, "The administration has

noted a traditionl low voter turnout and
has used this fact to decide how a group of
students (in this case, those who choose
not to vote) will vote.
"In its loosest interpretation, this is a
violation of the student's rights "to a fair
decision and can not be tolerated."
In any event, the referendum will be
held Tuesday. At that time, students will
also have an opportunity to vote on an
amendment to the student Body Constitution which will prohibit the Student
Senate from passing any legislation in
violation with federal or state law. In those
residence halls with vacancies in the
senate, students will be given a chance to
elect persons to fill the vacancies.

serious, legal atmosphere. The new court
room resembles a civil court room. With
this kind of set up, everyone involved —
court members, legal advisors and
defendants — are put more on the spot;
therefore, each person must be better
prepared.
"Strict procedure is enforced. Each
legal advisor presents his case without,
interuption. The cases are better prepared
and presented. All witnesses are put on a
witness stand. This makes them take their
case and violation more seriously. This
also makes it easier for everyone present
in court to hear all comments. This court
room is much larger than the old room.
The old room was too^ informaldefendants felt too much at ease," Mike
Baxley, student legal advisor, stated.
"The new court room gives the courts a

greater air of respectability. When you are
in there, you cannot help but feeling a little
awed and thus you cannot feel that the
courts are simply a farce and the legal
advisors are just playing a game."

Student court.
(continued from page 1)
Court which excludes the student from
the University for a definite period of
time, during which he or she will not be
permitted to take any course at
Clem son.

H. Expulsion.
May be recommended by the sentencing
Court which permanently excluded the
student from the University.
Chairman of the High Court, Dave
Kerford, believes, "that due to a greater
interest taken by legal advisors in the
pursuit of incuring justice to their clients,
there has been need for much more interpretation and streamlining of court
procedure than was seen or attempted in
previous semesters. At times, nerves have
been on edge and disagreements have

arisen in court rooms, but these things are
to be expected and ~are healthy in a court
system that seeks justice for all brought
before it.
"The new legislation that the court has
to work with, concerning sentencing and
penalties had been long awaited and will
doubtlessly serve to expedite court
deliberation and will insure more
equitable recommended verdicts and
sentences to students. The 'new look' that
has been seen in recent weeks within the
court system can only aid in perpetuating
justice at all levels and increasing interest
among all students."
The "new look" to which Kerford refers
is the look of the new court room located on
the upper level of the student union plaza.
Teresa Houston, attorney general, said
that the new facilities have created a more

Last chance For
Any student organization wishing to be
considered by the Student Government
Finance Committee for funding during the
next academic year must submit a
completed fund-request form to the
Student Government office by Wednesday,
February 18
According to Jack Bunning, student
body treasurer and chairman of the
finance committee, this will be the ab
solute last day for acceptance of fund
requests.

JWr. Intckrbocker
jflen'a Clothing
104 College Avenue

Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Telephone 803-654-4203

BIG SALE
One Group of Long Sleeve Shirts

.1/2 price

Turtle Necks

1/2 price

Career Club Shirts, Dress, Knit and
Western, and Leisure are

30% off.

Leisure Suits are

30% off.

Heavy Coats are

30% off.

Polyester Knit Pants are

30% off.

Sweaters are.

30% off.

Sweater Vests are

February 12,1976

1/2 price.

Pooky says, "I wanted a system with natural tone balance and thumping low bass like
my instrument. Man I wanted all the music. Music Machine No. 2 was the only system
within my reach that had everything I wanted to hear. Advent gets it together with the
only speaker made for less than a hundred bucks that covers the full band width of real
music from the lowest bass to highs only a dog can hear (and I don't mean my
girlfriend). The Harman Kardon 330B has what it takes to get the music out with power
and features found on most three hundred dollar receivers, a real bargaia With all that
power and response I need a turntable with very low noise and a cartridge with that tight
clean punchy sound I hear on stage. The BSR 2310 W with an ADC magnetic cartridge
matched perfectly. A complete system that gave me all the music without taking all my
money."

Music MACHINE

4024 Clemson Blvd. Anderson, S.C.
Open Mon. Thru Sat. 10 A.M. to 5:30
P.M.
Closed Wednesdays Ph: 224-2584
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Gilcrest begins campaign for student president
Emphasizing the need for a more
energetic student government, High Court
member Jim Gilchrest announced his
candidacy for student body president this
week. Gilchrest becomes the second
student to file a petition for the office
before the February 15 deadline.
"Students don't think student government can work," Gilchrest stated in an
interview with the Tiger. "Most students
are apathetic towards Student Government, but this apathy can be eliminated by
election of more energetic and devoted
officers."
In defining the purpose of Student
Government Gilchrest replied, "Its
purpose is to serve as a communication
bridge between the student body and the
administration. There is just so much that
can be done," he continued, "but more can
be done than what is being accomplished
now."
Gilchrest cited one example in which the
present student government officers
promised an answer but came up with
none. "The establishment of some kind of
ambulance service was one issue that
Reggie Foster got elected on last year,"
Gilchrest commented. "No action was
taken this year, though. Clemson is actually a small community and we should
have an ambulance service."
Unlike candidates in past elections,
Gilchrest says he is not going to stress any
specific issues. The election issues seem
to be parking, Redfern or the food services.

There are valid complaints to be made
about these things. There is also a need for
expanded library hours but these issues
aren't really important unless you can get
the students interested," he said. "The
issue for this election should be who is
willing to sacrifice the time and has the
talent and effort to get Student Government going where it should be going.
"Simply through electing people who are
creative as well as active, changes can be
made," Gilcrest suggested. "My basic
gripe is that the upper level government
people are not creative enough. We need
new ideas in reaching the students.
One of these suggestions is to push for
more student petitions or referendums
similar to those used by the Clemson
Players in their appeal for a new facility.
Gilchrest feels much action would be more
effective than surveys which are popular
now.
"There would be a greater impact on the
administration in presenting our views if
Student Government would extract more
of a concensus from the student body,"
Gilchrest stressed. "Surveys are very
inadequate, because few students respond.
For a concensus to work, we must go to the
students, door to door, if necessary, to get
their response to an issue. Setting office
hours is not enough."
Gilchrest also stated that the establishment of an advisory board would be
beneficial in reaching the students. I want
an advisory board consisting 8f both
students in student government and those
outside it that would go out to the

students," Gilchrest said. "We need the
kind of people who not only have the time
but know how to sit down with the students.
That type of personal appeal to the
students is also what Gilchrest plans to

follow in his campaign the next few weeks
before the March 2 election. "I plan to go
door to door and meet as many students as
possible," Gilchrest concluded. 'I will also
use flyers but not as heavily as I will use
the more personal appeal."

Clemsonites appointed to
SCSSL executive posts
by Richard Byrd
Clemson's delegation to South Carolina's
State Student Legislature (SCSSL) has
received six key appointments to
executive posts within the past two weeks.
Mike Baxley, newly elected speaker of the
body for SCSSL, commented on Clemson's
success, "We were strongly in favor of
Alvin Roof from Presbyterian College to
be elected governor and our work seems to
have paid off."
"Roof was intent on having competent
individuals appointed to these posts," he
continued. "Newberry, Winthrop, The
College of Charleston, and the Citadel also
figure to play a key role in the future of
SCSSL," added Baxley.
This year's Clemson delegation was
responsible for the legislation passed at
last fall's session. "The completed,
revised bill booklet along with a delegation
directory should be available within the
next week," commented Delegation
Chairman Stone Workman. The delegation
is presently concerned with two upcoming
events, executive council on February 22

and a spring session the first week in April.
Executive council is primarily a lobbying effort while spring'session involves
rule changes, financial problems, and
goals for the coming fall session. "The
Elks have supported the program greatly
in the past and have increased their
support his year," mentioned Workman.
Jack McKenzie was appointed third
district press secretary; Matt Watkins
was given the job of district coordinator;
Neal Clamp, former delegation chairman,
and Harold Price were both selected to
serve on the governor's Advisory Council;
Jane Warren was given a seat on the influential Credentials Committee; and
Steve Wright was chosen for the constitutional revision committee.
Perhaps the highest honor accorded to a
Clemson delegated was the award given
Cindi McGrady, chosen most valuable
delegate by her peers at a recent meeting.
Delegation chairman Stone Workman
summed up his feelings about this year's
efforts by saying, "We want to be a
reliable state lobbying force for the
students
of
South
Carolina.'

Scorpios Beware
Don't make important
decisions this
month. Just hang
out under the
moon with a bottle
of Carlo Rossi California Chablis. Carlo
Rossi is made from
some of the finest
grapes this side of the
Milky Way. The Price?
Financial gain could be
yours with Carlo Rossi.

Buy us
for our taste.
Not our price
Carlo Rossi Vineyards, Modesto, Stanislaus Co., Calif.
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Speaker's Bureau schedules more lecturers
by Laura West
Leonard Nimoy, Judith Christ, and
Stuart Udall are just a few of the speakers
Clemson has an opportunity to entertain on
campus. Stone Workman, newly appointed
chairman of the Speaker's Bureau, is
eagerly awaiting any suggestions from
students regarding exciting and
provocative speakers they'd like to see
come to Clemson. The realms of interest
from which the students have to choose are
unlimited: sports, entertainment, science,
and politics. The list goes on and on.
Last semester students were amused by
Allen Funt's comic films from "Candid
Camera," intrigued by Charles Berlitz's
presentation of the mysterious disappearances in the Bermuda Triangle, and
enlightened by Florence Kennedy's speech
concerning the feminist movement.

This semester, the Speaker's Bureau
offers an even more stimulating variety of
speakers, including John Wooden, Truman
Capote, and Tom Horton. All programs
include a reception given by the bureau
where students can meet and talk with the
speaker after his presentation.
For all basketball fans, during the week
preceding the ACC tournament on
February 25, the Speaker's Bureau will
present John Wooden. Wooden is the
retired coach from UCLA where his team
had 88 consecutive victories. Wooden is
presently a sports commentator for the
NBC network. Anticipating a large attendance, the Speaker's Bureau may find
it necessary to hold the event in Littlejohn
Coliseum.
On March 31, with a requested pink flow
of light, Truman Capote will step onto the
stage of Tillman Hall Auditorium. Capote

Piano contest applications now
Available to Clemson students
Applications for persons wishing to enter
this year's Lena Brayton Eaton-Carrie
Hutchins Freeman Piano Competition
may be obtained now from the Department of Music Office, Rm. 617 Strode
Tower, according to John H. Butler,
chairman of the music department.
The deadline for return of applications is
February 28, with the competition
scheduled for March 7. Only students of
Clemson University are eligible to enter
the annual contest.
Each contestant will be asked to play
two or three compositions of a serious
nature
by
different
composers

representing a difference of styles. Butler
explained, however, that no stipulation of
specific composers or works will be imposed.
The award to the winning pianist is a
stipend of $75 made possible by a fund
which was a gift to the University by the
late Howard L. Hunter of Clemson. The
gift was made in memory of Lena Brayton
Eaton and Carrie Hutchins Freeman, both
former piano teachers in Clemson.
The award recipient will be recognized
on Honors and Awards Day, April 7, and
will be asked to perform as part of that
day's program.

is the well-known author of In Cold Blood.
Displaying his talents in another realm of
the media, Capote has recently completed
a movie in which he portrays a villainous
character. In his talk, Capote is expected
to include several stories of crime, his
specialty.
Tom Horton, oceanographer who dives
with Jacques Cousteau, will be speaking
on April 14. Horton is the official
spokesman of the Jacques Cousteau
Society, which is an organization engaged
in the preservation and exploration of the
ocean.
Cousteau's righthand man, Horton
perhaps will bring his audience up to date
on Cousteau's latest project, the search for
Atlantis, the legendary island in the
Atlantic said to have sunk beneath the sea.
During the four days previous to Horton's
appearance (April 10-13), documentary
films of Cousteau's will be shown.
Being the only organization on campus
authorized to invite speakers to Clemson
on behalf of the student body, the
Speaker's Bureau urges students to utilize
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their opportunity to suggest speakers that
they would be interested in hearing.
The Speaker's Bureau has funds
available to engage eight speakers for next
year, four per semester. In the next two or
three months, selections for next year's
roster of speakers will be made. Any
students who have a particular person in
mind that he or she would like to see come
to Clemson is urged to contact Stone Workman (656-6620) or any other member of the
Speaker's Bureau. According to Workman, "What we want is student input. It's
important to get speakers the students
really want to hear, in order to assure
attendance at these programs."
If any student is interested in being on
the Speaker's Bureau, there will be
positions available at the end of this
semester. Interested persons should
contact Workman oi any other member of
the Bureau. Members are selected by
presidential appointment. Some of the
tasks members will be dealing with
publicity, organization, and preparing for
receptions.

FOR PIZZAS
& SUBS CALL
654-6990
From noon 'til
midnight weekdays
noon
'til
one
weekends

Dine In-Carry Out
or
Delivery

Fast Free Delivery

SPRING BREAK
AT

DAYTONA BEACH
DUE TO THE SUDDEN DELAYED
INTEREST, THE FINAL PAYMENT
DATE FOR THE CUSU SPRING
BREAK TRIP TO DAYTONA HAS
BEEN MOVED BACK BUT TO
INSURE YOURSELF A SEAT SIGN
UP NOW AT THE UNION INFO DESK

New Shipment of Levi's Just Arrived
(All Styles)
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Dorm Room applications to be accepted soon
The residence halls office will start
accepting room applications and $75 advance room payments for the fall 1976
semester on March 1. Applications are to
be submitted according to the following
schedule:
MARCH 1-2 — Fraternities and Sororites
(Only in their designated areas.)
MARCH 3-4 — Graduate Students and
Rising Seniors
MARCH 8-9 — Rising Juniors
MARCH 10-11 — Rising Sophomores and
all other continuing students.
Applications should be submitted at the
processing station located in the conference room on the first floor of Mell Hall.
The station will be open 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Room assignments will be made based
on a priority scale which gives students
with high academic classifications who
have chosen a roommate of high academic
classification and who sign up early in the
day the best chances of getting their room
preferences.
Since academic classification will be a
priority factor, students must show their
I.D. and activity cards at the time of
submitting their applications. Each
student must submit his or her own application.
Applicants will lose their priority when
they submit applications after the
designated dates for their classes.
A special form is necessary for making
application for apartments in the Clemson

FOR PIZZAS & SUBS CALL
654-6990
From
Noon 'til Midnight
Weekdays
Noon 'til One
Weekends
Dine In-Carry Out
Or
Delivery'

Fast Free Delivery

House and may be obtained from the
residence halls office. These applications
(and advance payment) must be submitteJ February 25 by graduate students
and rising seniors, and February 26 by
rising juniors and rising sophomores.
The dates set for accepting any applications are priority dates for continuing
students. After March 12, priority will shift

to new students and no further applications will be accepted from continuing students.
Complete information will be distributed
to resident students next week by resident
assistants. Off-campus students wishing to
live on campus next year should obtain
information from the residence halls office.

Clemson to hold first annual
German students convention
by Dot Fitchett
Clemson will host the first annual state
convention for the South Carolina
Organization of German Students
(SCOGS) this weekend, February 13 and
14. There will be approximately 350
students and teachers attending from the
20 clubs located in colleges and junior and
senior high schools throughout the state.
Activities begin Friday with various
workshops offering pretzel making, polka
and waltz instructions, soccer instructions
from members of the Clemson soccer
team and coach, and films about Switzerland from the German airlines Lufthansa.
Next on the agenda at 6:30 p.m., the
Clemson German Department will present
the play, "Biedermann und die Brandstifter," directed by Judy Melton,
assistant professor of German. Following

the play, the convention members will try
out the Student Union Nightclub where
they will have a costume ball and dance.
The General Assembly will meet for
official business Saturday morning and
will also elect new officers. Presently
Clemson is represented by three officers in
SCOGS: Mike Newman, president; Bruce
Latham, convention chairman; and Pat
Wannamaker, associate professor of
German, convention sponsor. Following
the official business, there will be a soccer
game between the Clemson German Club
and the German Club from T. L. Hanna
High School.
A luncheon at the Clemson House
Saturday will close the activities.
Featured speakers for the luncheon are R.
C. Edwards, president of the University,
who will give the welcome, and guest
speaker Max Heller, an Austrian native
presently serving as mayor of Greenville.

cusu

Vote Tues., Feb. 17
in the referendum and
Senate elections.
Vacancies include:
D-section
E-section(2)
Barnett
Smith
Clemson House

brought to you by C.E.C. * Rugby

Off-campus (3)

Juke Jump
Beer Garden

Polls for off-campus students will be at the library
and on the plaza.

IF SICS WEATHER-

4-7
Johnston* A, B, C polk will be on the loggia.
Sections D, E vrill vote at the post office.
An other dorms will vote in their lobbies.
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FEB /3 th
,, behind
Hanover
8-11
House
IF NOT-

Admission

Y-barn

*2

—Save Your Cups —
the Tiger
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16,000 doctors unfit to practice medicine
by Steve Matthews
Assistant News Editor
Recent American medical care has been
criticized by the public and news media
alike for poor quality and overpricing,
while doctors have been lambasted as rich
opportunists who practice assembly line
medicine and who are more concerned
about possible malpractice suits than
about the care of their patients.
Although many doctors scoff at these
allegations as being unfounded, a four part
series of articles written by New York
Times staff writers Jane E. Brody and
Boyce Rensberger confirms many of these
charges. The series was reprinted in the
Charlotte Observer this week.
An incredibly high number of American
physicians, about 16,000, are unfit to
practice medicine. This figure, which
includes doctors rendered incompetent
because of drug addiction, alcoholism,
mental illness, and a variety of other
reasons, represents five percent of the
320,000 American doctors who are now
practicing
The figure of 16,000 incompetent doctors
has been estimated by the Federation of
State Medical Boards.
Many patients have died as a result of
the poor care given to them by many of
these doctors. Statistics compiled by
Cornell University researchers reveal that
nearly 2.4 million unnecessary operations
are performed each year in the United
States.

•

Approximately 11,900 patients have died
from complications as a result of these
operations in the past year.
In addition to this, 10,000 Americans die
or nearly die after they are given unnecessary antibiotics, according to studies
made by the medical schools at the
University of Florida and Ohio State
University. Of the 6 billion doses of antibiotics administered each year, 22
percent are unneeded.
The American Medical Association has
called antibiotics the most improperly
used class of drugs in all medicine."
American use of this group of drugs
doubled between 1967 and 1971.
All of the unneeded surgery, all of the
unnecessary deaths and all of the incorrectly prescribed drugs can be traced
back to one primary source, the doctors.
After all, it is the doctors who must be
ultimately held responsible for advising
their patients, whether the subject of
concern is surgery, drugs, or anything
else.
If there is so great a number of incompetent doctors, why are only an
average of 66 doctors' licenses to practice
revoked each year? The reason is that
although almost every doctor knows of
examples of bad medical treatment few
doctors bother to report them.
This is the conclusion of officials of
medical societies and of state licensing
agencies.
Doctors have developed an unwritten
code which bars the criticizing of other

SOPHOMORES!
Earn $3,000 During Your Last 2 Years
At Clemson
Army ROTC can make a big difference in financing
your last 2 college years at Clemson. Here's the
mathematics of our program:

Advanced Course During Your During Year

Campaign '76
No one has noticed that Texas Senator
Lloyd Bentsen is no longer actively
campaigning for the job of President. But
then, no one bothered to notice that Bentsen had ever been actively campaigning
for President.
Bentsen's campaign never did pick up
any steam and his poor performance in the
Democratic caucuses in his neighboring
state of Oklahoma was more than he could
take. After campaigning extensively in the
Sooner state, Bentsen could only manage
fourth place.
Less than two weeks ago, the Texan
suffered a disastrous defeat in the
Democratic caucuses in Mississippi.
Bentsen, being from the proud state of
Texas, will attempt to salvage what
remains of his pride. In his case, this

means -that he will stay on the May 1
primary ballot in Texas, hoping to pick up
a few stray delegates from his diehard
loyalists.
If Bentsen was the big loser in
Oklahoma, Jimmy Carter, that grinning
governor from way down South in Georgia,
was the big winner in that state. Carter
finished impressively in second place, only
behind former Senator Fred Harris, a
native of Oklahoma.
In the final tally, Harris won with 19.89
percent of the delegates, Carter placed
with 19.87 percent, and Bentsen showed
with only 11.97 percent, just barely above
Alabama Governor George C. Wallace,
who totaled 11.88 percent.
Some people just won't give up. George
McGovern, senator from South Dakota
and Democratic Presidential candidate in
1972, is one of those people. McGovern now
says that he would gladly accept the
nomination for President if the
Democratic convention were deadlocked
and wanted to go to a compromise candidate.
McGovern said that although he had
once considered the idea of actively
campaigning for President this year he
has now given up that idea.

IF YOU LET A FRIEND DRIVE DRUNK,
YOU'RE NO FRIEND.
j^
U.S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION "-SHs1*
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

Don Jones
Custom Stereo
^KENWOOD
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

Basic Camp Training (6 weeks during the summer
between your Sophomore and Junior years)

physicians. When this "silence is golden"
policy is broken, a doctor may find himself
ostracized from the entire staff of a
hospital or clinic.
With studies coming out periodically
attacking the work of doctors and with
physicians crusading against the
avalanche of one malpractice suit after
another, some will say that doctors are
being unfairly treated.
After all, nobody's perfect. However, the
least that can be expected of those people
who wear surgical masks on their faces
and stethescopes around their necks, is
that they use their scalpels as instruments
of mercy, not as butcher knives.

...$500.00

The sound approach
to quality

$1,000.00

Advanced Camp Training
(0 weeks during the summer between your
Junior and Senior Years)

$500.00

Advanced course during your Senior Year
Total

$1,000.00
$3,000.00

* You also receive travel allowances from your
home to Basic and Advanced Camp Training
Sites. While in camp, you receive food, lodging,
clothing, and medical care.

Visit Army ROTC, room 105 Tillman
Hall or phone 656-3107 for details.
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Full line of accessories, tapes,
records, and used equipment,
also.
Clemson Shopping Center
654-4732
Pruitt Shopping Center
Anderson
225-0078
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UNIVERSITY STEREO
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SQUARE MINI-MALL,
CLEMSON
OPEN 10 am - 6 pm MONDAY THRU SATURDAY - PHONE 654-4400

Communications Systems Sale.
Lafayette 625

'199.95

SHARP

23 channel unit with revolutionary integrated circuit
that silences ignition noise before it reaches the audio
circuits

Lafayette Micro 723

23 Channels
Dual-Conversion Receiver
Range boost circuitry
Front Panel "s" PRF meter

$

119.95

CB-SOOUB Transceiver
Full featured, solid state, 23
channel, crystal-controlled
unit. Features include rangeboost circuitry, Variable
Squelch, Automatic Noisj;
Limiter and pinpoint Delta
tuning. Luxury features
include Signal, RF meter.

Reg. 449.95

Lafayette Telstat 925

$

rubber coated, shock-proof
knobs, illuminated channel
selector and Public Address
Mode. Uses 12 Volts DC,
positive/negative ground

134

Lafayette Telstat SSB-75
SSB/AM MOBILE CB RIG
69 channels
23 AM
23 Upper side band
23 lower side band
Suppressed carrier for greater range

95

(

249.95
OUTDOOR 5"

POWER MIKES

SWR/WATT METER

PA SPEAKER

$

1&50

102" stainless steel
Regular $149.95

23 channel base station
with separate channel and
emergency receiver
Regularly $269.95

'239.95

'29.95

48fel

whip for optimum CB range
with bumper mount
504 QC
without bumper mount

Measures RF power output
0-100 watts
Measures SWR from 1:1 to 10:1

Turner Base

Coaxial
Cable

+2 — 42.00

SWR/FIELD STRENGTH METER

super side kick — 54.00
mobile
+2 — 36.00

12 Volt Regulated Power Supply

$1Q QC

Relative forward and reflected power to 1 KW

+3 — 39.00

R68 Coax with two connectors
50 ft $14.95
100 ft. $22.95
R658 with two connectors
50 ft $6.95
100 ft $14.95

SWR 1:1 to 3:1
2—150 MHZ
52 ohms impedence

ASTATIC BASE

'23.95
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D 104 - 54 00

17.95

I THE BIG STICK
The professional "no gimmick" half
wave, fiberefass antenna.

*

42.95
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Clemson students observe Black History Week
by Jeannie Stowe
The week of February 8-14 has been set
aside as Black History Week, a week for
the National' Observance of the contributions of the black race nationally and
internationally. In keeping with this international concept, the Student League
for Black Identity (SLBI) of Clemson
University has adopted as its theme, "The
Global Presence of the Black Man."
The officers and members of the SLBI
organized nightly events in celebration of
Black Week. On Sunday nighi, "Cultural
Night," a portion of Black culture was
illustrated by the performance of two
religious groups, the Wilson Calvary
Baptist Church and the Project M.A.D.
Community Choir, both of Anderson. At
the closing of the program, the Black

National Anthem, "Lift Every Voice and
Sing," by James Weldon Johnson was sung
by the choirs and audience.
Monday night was "Historical Night." A
film narrated by Bill Cosby, "Black
History Lost, Stolen, and Strayed" centered upon the failure of historical events
by blacks to be recognized nationally. The
film presented the black man's plight from
Africa to the present and related how the
black man has been exploited and used to
the white man's advantage.
On Tuesday night, Isaac Williams a
NAACP Field Representative from
Columbia, S.C. spoke to an interested
audience. Williams discussed the in*
ternational struggle of black people all
over the world. The theme of his speech
was centered around Nikki Giovanni's
words, "Change in movement sometimes
has the effect of ripples on a pond."

When asked about the United States'
position with Angola, Williams answered
that this conflict would help to develop the
ideas of this country's attitudes about
blacks. "It is important to make American
address itself," Williams responded.
Williams stated that blacks can not
afford to ignore the Bicentennial
Celebration, but should not participate in
its hypocrisy. "We should not ignore the
blacks' contribution to America; black
survival should be celebrated," stated
Williams. Williams wants blacks to
maintain their identity on a personal scale
and still be citizens of America.
On Thursday and Friday nights at 7:30
p.m. in Tillman Auditorium, the SLBI will
present "God's Trombones," a religious
musical dramatization of the works of
James Weldon Johnson. The director of

this musical is Gloria Bremell and the
choreography is by Mrs. Mable Wynn.
Some of the presentations will be "The
Creation" by Kenneth Best, "Let My
People Go" by Randy Jones, Billy Best,
Colette Robinson, and Thomas, and a
dramatic monologue, "The Crucifixion"
by Gloria Bromell. There will be no charge
for admission.
On Saturday night, the SLBI will host a
dance at A-Lounge. Individuals will be
invited through personal invitation only
and students will be admitted only with
their identification cards. Refreshments
will be served.
The officers of the SLBI are Colette
Robinson, President; Kenneth Best, Vicepresident; Cathy White, Secretary; Billy
Best, Corresponding Secretary; and
Dianne Poole, Treasurer.

NORWAYSWEDEN
DENMARKGERMA
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The longest country in Europe.
Two months for $195.

Student-Railpass covers 100,000 miles of track in thirteen European countries, all
the way from the Arctic to the Mediterranean. And $195 buys you unlimited
Second Class rail travel for two whole months.
On a student's budget that's some deal. In fact, the only thing cheaper is thumbing it
or wearing down your heels. Besides that, the trains are fast (some zip along at 100 mph),
clean, comfortable and fun. You can go and come whenever you like. And
you'll meet more Europeans than you would on the road.
Trains are dynamite. But how about ferries, lake cruisers,
river boats and hydrofoils? Student-Railpass covers them,
Eurailpass, Box Q,
Staten Island, N.Y. 10305
too. And it'll even get you discounts on motorcoach trips.
If you want to do it big and mingle with the First Class
Sounds like an incredible bargain. Please send me
types, think about Eurailpass. Same places, same trains
free information on Student-Railpass and Eurailpass.
(First Class, though), in two-week, three-week, one-month,
two-month and three-month passes.
Name^
To get a Student-Railpass, you have to be a full-time
student, under 26. And both Student-Railpass and
Address.
Eurailpass are sold here through a Travel Agent.
City
_State_
.Zip.
You won't be able to buy them in£urope. So plan ahead.
We've got a big country waiting.
My Travel Agent is.
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Senate overrides Foster veto of campaign bill
by Jack A. McKenzie
Editor-in-Chief

With only one dissenting vote, the
Student Senate Monday night overrode
Student Body President Reggie Foster's
first veto of a piece of legislation.
The legislation would establish new
limits on the amount of money a candidate
for a campus-wide office can spend in a
campaign. The bill would replace the
present limits of $20 for a general election
bid and $10 for runoffs with new ceilings of
$35 and $20 respectively.
Foster explained his reasons for vetoing
the bill in a letter read to the senate by Pat
Warren, Student Senate president. "My
prime consideration is that Student
Government must not price itself, out of
existence!" the letter stated.

Other points which Foster made in his
letter are that printingtosts have not risen
since last year, that the increase "would
widen the existing gap" between court
candidates and voters, and that the timing
of the legislation "when elections are at
hand places the motive of this act in
question."
Foster later commented to the Tiger
that although he realized the bill had
strong support in the senate, he was
concerned with the "lack of discussion"
given his reasons for refusing to sign the
bill.
"The senate ignored the facts presented
in my letter," he said. "It worries me that
that was the attitude taken."
When contacted for her views on the
senate's action, Warren noted that she had
read Foster's letter to the legislature and

Placement Schedule
Eligible students interested in signing up tor interviews with prospective employers may begin
scheduling appointments in the placement office, according to Al AAathiasen, placement director.
The scheduling period for interviews to be held
February 23-27 bedins Monday.
Students scheduling interviews should leave completed
College Interview Forms in the placement office at the
time of scheduling so recruiters can review the forms
prior to the scheduled interviews.
Interview Date
Mon., Feb. 23
Mbn., Feb. 23
Mon.7Feb. 23
Tues.,
Tues.,
Tues.,
Tues.,
Tues.,

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

24
24
24
24
24

Wed., Feb. 25

Company
Morse Chain
(Borg Warner)
Davey Tree
Expert
Tamper Div.,
Cannon, Inc.
JC Penney
Mallinckrodt
Torrington
Riegel Text.
LaFrance Ind.

Wed., Feb. 25
Wed., Feb. 25

York Air Cond.
JE Sirrine
Broyles &
Broyles
Olin Corp.
Daniel Inlt.

Wed., Feb. 25

Diamond Shamrock

Wed., Feb. 25
Wed., Feb. 25

Wed.,.Feb. 25

Dorr Oliver

Thurs., Feb. 26

Union Carb.

Thurs., Feb. 26

Carbon Prod.

Thurs., Feb. 26

Chem. and Plastic

Thurs., Feb. 26

Linde Div.

Thurs., Feb. 26

Nuclear

Fri., Feb. 27

Union Carb.

Further information, including information about
summer jobs, may be obtained from the placement office, seventh level, above the Student Union lounge (the
old loggia). The number of the placement office is 6562152.
Cargill, Inc., has changed from February
February 24 and is looking for CheE's.
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IBM, coming on the 20th, wants EE's for design and
development positions and any major with orientation
toward tech. sales.
Preferred Majors of Students
EE,ME,ET,AM, IM.FM —Sales Engr. positions
Agron & Hort, Orna Hort, Landscape Maintl, Turfgrass—field prdtn. leading
to mgmt. — must be in top physical
condition
ME, ET, IM
Acct., Econ., Lib. Arts, AM, FM, IM
Chem., ChE
EE, ME
Info, not available
AM, TC, TS, TT
■ ME or Any Engr. with interest in Mech.
Equip. Sales
ESE, ChE, CE, EE (with power option), ME
Canceled visit — would like to review
resumes of interested candidates
ChE, ME
ME
ChE (BS 8. MS), Process Engr., Tech
Service, R&D, Process Devlpmt &
Tech Sales (will open to all engr.
on Feb. 23)
ESE-WRE, 'E, ChE for Envir-. Syst. Sales
Trainee posi.ion in Atlanta.
4 Divisions
CrE, ChE (Plant Engr., Prod., Process Contl.),
EE, ME for Prodctn., R8.D & Tech. Sales
Chem., ESE, ChE, ME for Centrl. Engr.,
Maint., Mat. Mngt., Plant Engr., Prdnt.,
Tech. Sales.
. CrE, ChE, EE, ME, Design, Engr. Prdnt, R8.D,
Tech. Sales
ChE, EE, ME for Engr. Process Design,
R&D, Maint., Prdnt.
Same divs. and majors as Thurs.

MAVERICK AND LEE
BLUE JEANS, SHIRTS,
AND JACKETS
FATIGUE AND KHAKI PANTS all are at

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE

that senators had the opportunity to debate
the issue. She stated she felt the "overwhelming" vote of the senate indicated the
strength of the support for the new lirhits.
The bill is now in the office of Walter
Cox, vice president for student affairs,
where it will be studied. According to
Foster and Warren, Cox plans to decide
the fate of the legislation in time for this
semester's campaigns for Student
Government offices.
In other matters before the senate
Monday night, bills exempting the
Speakers Bureau from the prohibition
against spending student funds for food
and reorganizing Central Spirit were
passed.
The argument that the Speakers Bureau
is often under contract to entertain guest
speakers, and therefore must at times buy

ABORTION AND
BIRTH CONTROL

Information And Referral-No Fee
Referral Up To 24 Weeks. General
Anesthesia.
Vasectomy and Tubal Ligation
Also Available.
Free Pregnancy Test. Call PCS.
Non-Profit ...

food for speakers was advanced in support
for that legislation.
The senate also passed a resolution
asking that the administration not require
any student organization with University
space to relinquish such space. This came
as a response to a proposed plan to deny all
organizations permanent access to space.
Student Body Vice President Harold
Price reported from the Student Government Steering Committee that Student
Government plans to request $14,000 in
student funds for the next academic year.
Before adjourning the senate was informed by Warren of the following appointments : Steve Wright as chairman of
the General Affairs Committee, Andy
Berle as chairman of the Health Services
Committee, and Mac Carson as vice
chairman of the Academic Affairs Committee.

FOR PIZZAS
& SUBS
CALL

202-298-7995
SR-50A

$67.50

SR:5M ..... 99.95

SR-52 $299,951
PROSWMHABLE WITH OPTIMAL ,
PRINTER. AVAILABLE SOON

NOV. ALL ACCESSORIES
FILL (I) VR. WARRANTY
30 MY REPLACEMENT

Texas Instruments
electronic colcubtors
• SHIPPED

654-6990

FREE*

K SACS TAX FOR OUT OF STATE CUST0MFRS

Fast Free Delivery

CHECKS. MO. OR C.O.D. (*l.50 C.O.D. FEE)

Survttfort Supply Company
P. 0. BOX 999 104 IV. CHATHAM STRH7
APEX. NORTH CAROL/IM 27502
(9W 362-7000

VALENTINE ROSES

$165
I

$1000

each or
IO
— until we run out —
Delivery in immediate Clemson area.

Clemson Plant & Garden Center
654-6055

BEAT THE TERPS

LYNCH DRUG GO.
The Lynch Drug Go. ad Jan. 29,
with reference to Chapel Hill
was not the correct ad—sorry!
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Lomax cracking down on false fire alarms
"We're serious about it," said Manning
N. Lomax, director of housing for the
University, concerning efforts presently
being made by residence halls officials to
crack down on the number of false fire
alarms coming from Johnstone Hall.
As evidence of the seriousness with
which the matter is viewed, Lomax
reported to the Tiger Tuesday that one
student who was recently caught while
tampering with an alarm has been forced
to move out of the University's residence
halls without having his room rent
refunded.
According to Lomax, the student involved, D. R. Gee, was found tampering
with an alarm box on F2 of Johnstone. Gee
was taken to the campus police station
where he admitted his guilt, posted a $200
bond, and was released pending further
action.
Since pulling a false alarm is a violation

of legal statutes as well as a violation of
student regulations, the case was not
referred to the student courts. Instead, the
administration considered the case,
residence halls officials were asked to
recommend an appropriate penalty.
The recommended penalty suggested by
Lomax to Walter Cox, vice president for
student affairs included suspension from
school for the remainder of the semester,
permanent eviction from the residence
halls, and permanent probation for the
student if he chose to return as an offcampus student next semester.
The actual penalty was reduced
somewhat, however, following a hearing
at which Gee appeared before Lomax and
Cox. According to Lomax, the hearing
resulted in suspension of the part of the
recommended penalty denying Gee
permission to remain enrolled asa student
and modification of the permanent evic-

tion clause so that Gee may live in the
residence halls beginning next semester.
Record of the incident, including
mention of the original penalty will appear
on Gee's personal file.
When contacted by the Tiger concerning
the administration's action, Gee stated
that he felt he had been treated fairly. He
added, "I guess that's the only way they
can get at people who pull fire alarms."
In addition to receiving the University
penalty, Gee is still subject to legal
penalties. Lomax noted that while he canot
be sure as to what such penalties will be,
he would guess Gee would be fined.
Seventy-one false alarms were sounded
in Johnstone during January Lomax
commented. He added that a large number
of those had occurred in the F2 area of the
building.
He explained that alarm boxes are being
watched constantly by fire officials

stationed at various points in the dormitory.
Additionally, residence halls officiate
are conducting a series of meetings with
key student leaders to discuss the
problem. "We welcome suggestions from
anyone on this," Lomax stated.
He continued, "We can't play cat and
mouse about this. We need the cooperation
of all residence students — not only where
false alarms are concerned, but in the
prevention of any type of fire mischief."

HOW TO KEEP THE
LIFE OF THE PARTY

ALIVE.
For free information, write to:
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345
Rockvilie. Maryland 20852

Tener: student legal advisors are effective
by Steve Ellis
News Editor
Although there are no specific
qualifications and the students involved
need no previous experience in handling
legal cases, Keith Tener, chief student
legal advisor, contends that student advisors are very effective.
"We aren't recognized as an
organization," Tener said of the 18 legal
advisors. "To the students on the outside,
we are a big joke but to those that have had
to appear in court we're taken very
seriously."
"There really is no qualification except
dedication," Tener continued. "When a
student applies, he is taught the rules and
then doubles up with more experienced
advisors until he feels confident on his
own. The student will probably spend at
least three hours on each case."
"We don't win too many visitation cases,
probably about 50 per cent," Tener stated.
"These cases ace usually cut and dry, a
case of an R.A. witnessing a violation.
With the more involved incidents, we win
about 75percent. Overall, I feel we're very

FOR PIZZAS
& SUBS CALL

effective."
Last semester the legal advisors handled just 16 cases. However, Tener said
that his staff has already been assigned
nine cases this semester.
'
According to Tener about 80 percent of
the cases handled in lower courts by the
legal advisors are visitation violations.
Almost all cases, in fact, are residence
violations. However, in recent weeks the

"legal advisors have dealt with cases involving more technical violations according to Tener.
"We have been getting a little too
technical in some cases," Tener said.
"Some legal advisors have been bringing
in the U.S. Constitution. We're trying to
defend and investigate cases on the
student handbook rather than federal and
state statues."

Legal advisors either are assigned as
defenders in certain cases or investigations. In either way, Tener feels the
advisors work to their fullest capability.
"If a person is innocent then we'll find
him innocent," Tener stressed. "A student
can defend himself or ask for a legal advisor. I would suggest he get a legal advisor."

Science fiction promoted by new club
by Norman Scarborough
In spite of an increasing emphasis on
reality throughout the world, science
fiction remains a popular type of
literature. The Science Fiction Club is a
newly formed organization at Clemson
whose purpose is to promote the appreciation of classical science fiction.
Jim Giant, the club's president, and
Steve Thompson, the club's vice-president,
feel that science fiction will always exist
because it offers a form of escape and
because it prepares people for future
technological developments.
The club meets every dther Tuesday to

discuss recent books and movies, all
dealing with portentous topics ranging
from time travel and robots to space exploration and alien civilizations. Favorite
authors of the club include Larry Niven
(Ringworld), Isacc Asmov (The Foundation Trilogy), Arthur Clarke, and
Robert Heinlein, all traditional science
fiction writers.
The club's active membership is rather
small with only 10 to 20 members at the
present, but plans for expansion are being
made. A convention, scheduled for later
this semester, will offer several science
fiction films, including Things to Come and
Forbidden Planet.
The main purpose of this convention is to

bring classic science fiction films to
Clemson so that students may get away
from the "garbage" shown on late night
television movies.
Most people think that science fiction
authors write about a world of "make
believe"; however, this is not the case.
Jules Verne, famous pioneer in science
fiction, foretold space travel, the submarine, the helicopter, and the artificial
satellite. Certain phases in For the Flag
even suggest that Verne also had an
inkling of atomic energy.
Even with the rapid technological
changes we are experiencing science
fiction writers continue to produce fantastic tales of the future. These creative
geniuses will always be stretching their
imaginations beyond tomorrow as they
seek to satisfy the appetites of all science
fiction buffs.

ROCK T-SHIRTS
Almost 150 different designs to select from. Silk-screen printed
on 100 per cent cotton shirts which come in assorted colors.
Designs from Aerosmith to Frank Zappa with dozens in between.
These t-shirts come in small, medium and large sizes. Normal
$4.00 retail sellers, yours for only $3.00 each postpaid. Four shirts
for only $11.00 postpaid. Send 25c for complete illustrated catalog.
From
Noon til Midnight
Weekdays
, Noon 'til One
Weekends
Dine In-Carry Out

654-6990

February 12,1976

COSMIC RAINBOW
216 W. JACKSON BLVD.
SUITE 612, DESK C-18
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606

Exciting
C.LA.
Story!
-PG-

JAMES CAAN
vROBERT DUVALL,,
THE KILLER ELITE
Mon. thru Fri.-6:45-9:00
SAT-SUN-2:304:40-6:45-9:00
Coming Friday Feb. 27
"DOG DAY AFTERNOON'
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Freshmen discuss Clemson basketball
by Tommy Hammond
and Charles Jacobs
Clemson is one of the youngest teams in
the ACC. With three sophomores, Stan
Rome, Colon Abraham, and Jimmy
Howell, and four freshmen, Derrick
Johnson, Greg Coles, Marvin Dickerson,
and Lee Anderson, the Tiger men's team
has ' a plentiful resource of young,
developing talent. With the four freshmen,
the transition from high school to college is
a factor that affects their play. The
Clemson freshmen, however, seem to have
adjusted quite well. Their performance
both on and off the curt justifies this.
When asked how the transition from high
school to college affected their play, the
four fresmen unanimously agreed that "It
was a challenging experience."
Derrick hails from Emanuel High School
of Indianapolis, Greg from Mater Christi
High School of E. Elmhurst, N. Y., Marvin
ventured from Middleton High School,
Charleston, and Lee played high school
ball at Maywood in Sumter.
The variety of different backgrounds
involves not only their hometowns, but
also the type of coaching that each freshmen player received. "The main difference in college and high school,
academically, is in the fact that so much
more is demanded of you in college.
Athletically, the facilities are much
larger, compeition tougher, coaching
different, and the crowds are larger," was
the general feeling of all four.
When asked how each of them liked
Foster's style of play and coaching there
was a slight difference of opinion, but the
overall feelings were parallel. Greg
replied: "I like him (Coach Foster) a lot. I
like his game plan. The way we play will
help us, especially in tournament play
because all of us get rested."
Marvin agreed, "It must be working.
The way he substitutes keeps the team
morale high. Everyone gets to play. There
are no hard feelings among the players."
Derrick added: "He definitely knows what
he's doing. He's a winner, which makes us
win."
. Lee replied, "Even though I don't get to
play a whole lot I'm proud to be a Tiger
player. Coach Foster is great, and I want
to do anything that will help the team."
All of the freshmen cagers agreed that
they have learned more fundamental
basketball under Foster.

When questioned on the matter of
probation affecting their play, the freshmen Tigers responded in a very emphatic
manner.
Marvin: "Man, everybody knows that
the best conference in the nation is the
ACC. Even if we could go to the NCAA
playoffs, we wouldn't play any better
competition."
Lee: "We want to win the ACC, and
that's it."
Derrick: "Win the ACC: you've won the
NCAA."
Greg: "Going there (NCAA) isn't that
great. At one time we (ACC) had four
teams in the top ten. There would have
been five if we (Clemson) had not lost to
Virginia."
Concrning fan support (or lack of it)
Derrick replied: "I want to hear the silent
treatment for the opposition, and the team
wants Littlejohn to shake when we're
introduced."
Greg added: "The students seem to be
behind us O.K., but it could be a lot better.
It looks like to me that the students should
be closer to the floor. I don't know, I wasn't
here last" year. All I know is that the
louder the fans are, the higher we get."
Women's team
The women's basketball team is also
very young in two aspects: there are seven
freshmen on the roster, and the team itself
is only in its first year. The team did not
recruit heavily, nor were there any
scholarships available for the girls. Why
then did they come to Clemson?
When this question was asked the freshman Tiger women, their answers were
rather similar. Janet Forester, the team's
leading scorer and rebounder, spoke for
the majority when she said, "The main
reason that I came to Clemson was to
enroll and get an education. I didn't come
to join the team at first, but I tried out and
I made it. My first reason was school,
though. I really like it here."
The girls are also, as a group, glad that
they are playing at Clemson. Janice Flatt
stated that, "we are given everything that
the boys are. The facilities, tutoring,
everything is great."
There were many transitions between
high school and college that the female
Tigers has to adjust to. Susan Shedd,
Janice, and Cookie Blakney stated that a
major difference was the amount of time

Banta

Janet Forester and Susan Shedd in action against North Greenville. The Tigers lost,
69-54.
involved in practices and playing at
clemson.
Janet felt that the biggest transition for
her was to adjust from a six girl to a five
girl team. Her high school, which was
located in Franklin County, Georgia,
played a four forward - two guard type
game, and having to play five people on
both ends of the court was a large transition.
There was little doubt in the minds of
any of the girls interviewed that the season
was a challenge and that many of the

games this season would be difficult.
However, all were in agreement that if
they all played as a team, they would be
able to compete with anyone. As Janice
Said.- "We have to work harder now, bui
the rewards are a lot greater (than in high
school). It's more of a thrill to play at
Clemson; it's also a lot more fun."
As long as playing basketball remains
fun, both the men's and women's teams
will remain loose, and both Foster and
King will enjoy coaching Clemson
basketball in the years ahead.

Trailing the Tiger

One coach for two sports—not good
by Bob Douglas
Co Sports Editor
The Tiger track team, third in the ACC
last year, will be starting their 1976 season
in a few weeks. On paper, this year's team
is predicted to have a successful season,
however, in reality, success is a long way
off. The team is being short changed. The
present situation in which the head track
coach is also the head soccer coach is the
reason for this.
It seems odd that this would weigh so
heavily when one considers the quality of
the Tiger trackmen. The point getters of

Wl.t*

this year's squad will be the field event
men. Under the direction of Sam Colson,
gold medalist in the javelin at the Pan
American Games last fall, the men have
been lifting weights six days a week since
the third week in August.
Last year, Colson's field event crew
broke three school records; the discus by
Mike Columbus; the javelin by Stuart
Ralph; and the high jump by Ed Fern. In
the first meet indoors this year Ray Sahadi
has already broken the shot put record, set
in 1968. Coach Colson looks for all four of
these plus the pole vault record to be

broken this season.
The distance men on the team, although
with fewer accomplishments than the field
event men, have also been working hard
since August. Before they even came to
Clemson, many runners worked out during
the summer. Head cross country coach
and assistant track coach, Jim Moorhead,
is pleased with his State Championship
cross country team and expects to see
continued success throughout the track
season.
Heach coach Ibrahim also expects a
good year from his sprinters and hurdlers.

Without proper indoor facilities, it is hard
for these men to get proper training. Coach
Ibrahim is optimistic, however. He feels
that once the warm weather is here to stay
his men will be ready for competition.
Yet even with all the potential that this
year's track team has, it cannot be
properly developed. It is the responsibility
of a coach to develop the potential that lies
within his athletes. A coach who has
responsibilities to. two teams is a hinderance to the full development of each
team. Most colleges don't have coaches of
two sports for this reason.
(continued to page 17)
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Fencers lose match for first loss
by Scott Cromer
The Clemson University fencing team,
under Coach Charlie Poteat, lost their first
match of the season to the University of
North Carolina, by a score of 14 to 13, this
past Saturday. Clemson came back later
in the day to defeat Virginia, which gives
them an overall record of 6 and 1.
The Clemson fencing team has experienced a large improvement over the
past year. According to Coach Poteat,
"Much of the credit for the team's improvement, other than hard work, goes to
the Clemson athletic department and
especially to its director, Bill McLellan.
McLellan has been instrumental in getting,
the team scholarships and in improving
recruiting."
When asked about outstanding members
of the team, Coach Poteat singled out Jim
Heck with the sabre and Steve McCall with
the epee. Jim Heck, a freshman from New
Jersey, has posted an amazing 17 and 2
record in 7 meets. Steve McCall, a
sophomore and the team captin, has
provided the leadersihp which is essneitla
to a winning team. Coach Poteat said,
"This leadership has helped immensely in
improving the team." Dal Poston in the
epee and Don Fletcher in the foil have also
been a pleasant surprise to Poteat.
Low attendance is a problem which has
plagued the fencers throughout the season.
Even thoughthey were undefeated before
Saturday, the average attendance per
meet was around 5 to 10 persons, mostly
from the athletic department. North
Carolina drew approximately 150 persons
to its meet Saturday, which Poteat said

might have contributed to their victory.
The Clemson fencers have only three
meets left before the ACC championships,
March 6 at Chapel Hill.

Sports Briefs
, Coach Kriese and his Tiger netters are
very happy with the response of Clemson
students to the tennis workshop. The
workshop is free to Clemson students only,
every Sunday from 3-6 P.M. Students are
asked to please sign up at the Sloan tennis
center before Sunday, so Coach Kriese will
know how many instructors are needed.
The Clemson Rugby Club was defeated
this weekend for its first losses of the
season. The setbacks, coming at the hands^
of the Atlanta Renagades, dropped the
Ruggers Record to 3-2-1. In the first
match, Clemson was defeated 18-6. The
Ruggers only try was scored by Steve
Molyneaux, while Jimmy Howard kicked
the two points after to tally up the final
Ruggers score.
After trailing 6-0 at halftime of the
second game, Clemson rallied to score 10
points in the second half. However, the
Renegades added seven points to their
total to make the final margin 13-10. Joe
Cromer scored the Ruggers first try on a
long break-away and pop kick, while Scott
Ewing scored another try and Randy
Troup kicked the point after.
The Ruggers will try to get back on the
winning track against the University of
Tennessee Rugby Club at Clemson on

FOR PIZZAS &
SUBS CALL
654-6990
From
Noon 'til Midnight
Weekdays
Noon'til One
Weekends

Fast Free Delivery
Dine In-Carry Out
0r

Delivery
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We have the
complete line of
Connelly Skis.

HARRIS
SPORTING GOODS

iling
the Tiger

Saturday, Feb. 14. Everyone who enjoys
rugby is invited to attend the game.
The Clemson Ski Team participated in
their second annual Intercollegiate Ski
Championship Race this past weekend,
which was held at Beech Mountain, North
Carolina. First place on the course, giant
slalom, went to SEARS (South Eastern
Appalacian Racing Society), second to
Clemson, while Tennessee and Suwanee
brought up the rear. Individual honors
went to Gary Freeman, who captured a
second place finish.
The Clemson Ski Team also participated
in the Budweiser Weekend Saturday, in
which the team placed second in the
Slalom and first in the Budweiser Stein
Race. Gary Freeman took first place in the
opening slalom. The next race will be held
on Friday 13 with the opening race
beginning at noon.
Intramural action during the past week
saw Lee Bradley defeat Bob Boluasz to
take the intramural raquetball championship, while Chuck, Kriese beat Ken
Mostella in the faculty division. The round
robin tournament to determine the intramural basketball champion went into
its third week, with many teams still
sporting undefeated records.

Downtown
654-1719
SALE: LIMITED TIME ONLY
Sweat Suits
Regular $24.00
for $20.00
Regular $28.00
for $24.00
Regular $30.00
for $25.50
Regular $32.00
'
for $27.00
Regular $33.00
for $28.00
Regular $36.00
for $31.00
Regular $40.00
for $34.50
Regular $48.00
for $42.00
Rugby shirts
Regular $10.00
Regular $12.90

for $7.95
for $9.95

(continued from page 16)
In Clemson's case, it seems as though
there would be no hinderance, due to the
fact that soccer and track take place
during opposite seasons. This, however, is
not true. The track team practices during
soccer season and the soccer team
practices during track season. Who can
take charge during 'the off seasons?
It is true that the practice soccer field is
next to the track, making it easy for one
coach to be at both places. A head coach,"
however/ should have his attention
directed to one sport only. It's not fair to
the track team, to the soccer team, or to
the coach in the middle.
Any team receiving only partial
coaching is at a disadvantage when
competing against an opponent. Nobody
can say exactly why the soccer team lost
to Howard or how come the track team
didn't get second instead of third in the
ACC last year. We will never know, but the
present system of having one coach with
responsibilities to two teams should not be
ruled out.

the g§#
tiger WP
sports shop
Tennis Balls
Spalding balls reg. $3.75
for $2.25
All others Wilson and Tretorn for $2.99
SPECIAL
ON
RACQUETS
Tournament nylon
Van-tagel andII
Blue Star
TENNIS SHOES
Converse Skid Grip
Converse Court Star

STRINGING
$8.00
for $9.00
$11.50
$10.00
$10.00

Several other lines of shoes on closeout
$10.00 and $11.00
Puma's best jogging and casual shoes
on sale for $23.95
Look at our other prices:
Bata men's tennis $14.50
Bata Womens tennis $10.95 and $14.95 in
white, blue and gold canvas
Love set $18.95
Puma canvas $13.00 and $14.00
Stan Smith leather $24.95
Puma Match $24.95
Puma ladies match $24.95
Adidas Monte Carlos $24.95
Rawlings' racquetball racquets $10.00
and $18.00
Vittert racquetball racquets $21.00,
$30.00, $33, $35.00 and $36.00
Basketball shoes
Converse hitops $14.00
Puma canvas $12.45
Basket $26.58
star $30.00
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Coach King, '' We learn from experience
by Charles Jacobs
Co-Sports Editor
Following a tournament loss to North
Carolina and a scrimmage victory over
Virginia Commonwealth, women's
basketball coach Mary Kennerty King felt
that her team's game with North
Greenville College would be important.
"We're starting to come down to the final
stretch before tfie state tournament," King
explained,, "and all of the games are going
to be important."
Concerning the Virginia Invitational
Tournament, in which the Tiger women
lost to the Tar Heels 85-71, Coach King
stated that "most of the stats were fairly
even, except rebounds. We were beat
pretty well there (outrebounded 77-44).
Janet (Forester) hurt her foot and wasn't
quite up to par. We were trailing 37-35 at
the half, but they just took more shots from
the floor in the second half than we did."
Shoemaker paced the Tar Heels with 19
points and 20 rebounds, while teammate
Daniels had 18 points and 13 rebounds.
Coach King was happy with many of the
girl's individual performances." Doll
Eadon played a great game (leading all
scorers with 23 points), and Janet got 21
points, even with her injury. Susan Shedd
came in and played a whale of a defensive
game. She forced a lot of turnovers by the
North Carolina offense.
Another aspect of Clemson basketball
which Coach King finds surprising is the
" fact that the facilities at Clemson are, as a
rule, much better than at other ACC
schools. "Perhaps," she stated, "it's
because our facilities are newer, but our
program here seems to be superior to
many other ACC schools that have had a
longer history of women's athletics. Some
of the girls were surprised to learn that we

got to play at Littlejohn. The training
facilities, tutoring, equipment, and
cooperation at Clemson seems to be better
than at most other schools. The only
shortcomings in our program are experience and scholarships, but this is our
first year so I hope that these will come
with time."
The Tiger women's record fell to 6-7
following a 69-54 loss to North Greenville
Wednesday night. Coach King felt that the
team should not think too much on the loss,
but should, "learn from our experiences in
the game. They ran a lot more than we did,
and they did a lot of screening. I think that
we picked up some experience in the game
and we should learn from it. We can't get
too upset when we lose. What's done is
done. It's up to us to capitalize on the
lessons that we've learned."
"Doll had another fine night with 17
points and 13 rebounds. Susan had a good
game on defense and Vicky had an outstanding offensive performance. I think
that the big difference in the game was
that they outrebounded us by a pretty wide
margin. We are going to have to work
harder under the boards."
Coach King stated that the next game,
against Columbia College, would be an
excellent opportunity to gain revenge for
an earlier loss this year. She stated that
"they were a pretty good team, and we're
going to have to work to beat them, but the
girls are loose and they want to win."

Sports Briefs
(continued from page 17)
In upcoming events, the team of Everett
and Ge ne Thomas will battle Don Keller
and Chris Alexander for the championship
in the category of mixed doubles in

DEPENDABLE BICYCLE
REPAIR.
BROTHER'S BIKES
Located behind First National Bank in Clemson.
654-6821
Open Mon. - Fri. 9 am-6 pm
Sat. 9am-1 pm
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has good stuff

raquetball. Also, anyone interested in
entering a soccer team in the spring
tournament should come by the
Intramural office and sign the entry up.
Any person interested in entering the
handball or table tennis tournament
should sign up. The last day to sign up in
any of these events is February 19, and all
teams will begin play on February 23.
After shooting an amazing 64 per cent
from the field in the first half, the Clemson
men's basketball team managed to score
only ten points in the first 11 minutes of the
second half and bowed to Wake Forest 8477. Despite a superb shooting night for
Stan Rome, who finished with 23 points to
lead the tigers, and an excellent performance for Tree Rollins, who got 16
points, 15 rebounds and four blocked shots,
the Tiger offense simply went to sleep,
allowing the Deacons to outscore it 18-6 at
one stretch.
Calling the loss, "the worst since the
first North Carolina game," Coach Foster
bemoaned his team's period of poor
shooting. "We weren't taking many of the
good shots that they were giving us. We

were hesitant, not positive at times and,
especially early in the second half, we
played like we didn't know each other." He
was also rather perturbed about the officiating, and rose at the end of the contest
to earn two quick technical fouls.
The Tigers, 14-7 and 3-5 in the ACC, have
the rather dubious honor of hosting
Maryland on national television. The
Terrapins are coming into Littlejohn
following a 12 point loss to North Carolina,
and they are also eager to avenge an
earlier defeat at the hands of Clemson.
Both men's and women's swimming
teams fell to defeat against USC. The
men's team by a score of 71-38 on Tuesday
night and the women by a score of 91-40 on
Saturday. The men swimmers are now 6-4
overall while the women are 5-5.
This past Saturday four members of the
Clemson track team traveled to Louisville,
Kentucky to compete in the Mason Dixon
Games. Ed Fern was the only Tiger to
bring home a medal. Out of a field of
seven, Fern tied for second with three
other competitors.

RESEARCH
FOR PIZZAS
& SUBS
CALL

lWnSBwa&

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail
order catalog. Enclose $1.00 to cover
postage and handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
v 11322IDAHOAVE., NO. 206
LOS ANGELES, CALI F. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

IT TAKES A RARE
AND SPECIAL MOVIE
to each week attract larger audiences than in each
preceding week.
"Mountain" is such a movie...
here, and everywhere
it is playing.

ELV

When you see it,we think
you'll agree with every
wonderful word
you've heard about it.

1 m^i
654-6990

'■THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE MOUNTAIN1
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clemson theatre

Now
Thru
>.Tues.-Feb. 17 COLLEGE AVENUE'654 3230

Shows
Daily
7 and 9
Sun.

3 and 9

Cjift certificated
are auatitable

r

tor uour Valentine at

Try it!
university square 302 seneca rd. clemson, s.c.
dial 654-6895 for carry out
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NEWMAN CLUB is sponsoring a Mexican supper Wed.
at 6 pm. in the hall next to St. Andrew's church. Cost $1.
HORTICULTURE club will meet Tues. at 7 pm in Rm.
E145, P8.A.

FREE FILM: what's up Josh? in student senate
chamber; Sun, 3 pm; Mon, 4 pm; Tues, 5&9 pm; Wed,
5&9 pm.

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY is sponsoring a Red Cross
blood drive. The Pickens County Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be at the YMCA Tues. from 11-4:30 am. and Wed.
from 10-3:30 am.

UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet Sun. at 10:30
am in the YMCA clubroom. Roger Sizemore is "the guest
speaker. A church school will be held for children during
the adult services.

°UJ,NG CLUB W|N meet Wed. at 8 pm in Rm. 134
i-R&R. Herb and Terri will present the program.

FOR SALE: a pair of AR 2X speakers. Excellent
condition, professional quality. Only $75each. Unfinished
pinewood cabinet. Call Marc at 654-5611, evenings.
THE TRANSCENDENTAL. Meditation program
available here. For info on intro lectures call 654-5611.

is

FRANK—happy Valentine's day. I love you. Marion.

TENNIS INSTRUCTORS WANTED for spring or
summer; Need good background in playing and
teaching. Good to excellent salary. Call Washington
Tennis Services-(703) 548 2064, 548-6338.

STEVE: You are almost out of the trash can. Love,
K.W., the copy editor.

RENEE A. LUNATIC, Happy V. Day! Rove, Kris.
TEDDY FROM HAVERHILL: Happy Valentines Day
and drink a beer for me when you get your 1.0 GPRI!
Love, Wayne.
DRUMMER WANTED: Any drummer interested in
joining a band and willing to play on weekends should
call 646-3863 for more information.

JODI Hurry and write! Stretch.
ADMIRAL R.B. Do we get our $20 on Valentines Day?
We are still looking! And Yankees are the best 11
MATT, I finally did it half right, Judy.
GRANNY, Karen, Jo, Joanna, Mike, Suzee, etc., etc.
Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Chris.

TAB BATH A Von Me Lo Dee: Happy Valentine's Day!

FOR SALE: '72 Yamaha 250 "street" motorcycle. $500.
For info, call Steve at 656-7892 in the evening.

FOR SALE: JBL Decade L26 speakers. $230. Call 6546971.

c

Classified*
MZLFZLSPRX: Now that I have your attention,
Happy Valentine's Day, Mom and Dad! Love, Chris.

ROV, Happy Valentine's Day to the greatest guy in the
world, love always, Pris.

I NEED A GIRL to room in a 2 bedroom house. Free
rent. Call 654-3286.

WORK: part time iob with good pay. For info call 6479986 between 6 and 10 pm.

FOR SALE: Yamaha 6 string guitar in good condition
for S150. Call Marie at 654-6246.

COMFERRAL has what it takes to make it possible for
single, widowed, and divorced people, age 18 and over, to
meet compatible people of the opposite sex. The service
provided by Comferral is locally owned and operated,
confidential and practical. For complete info mail your
name and address to Comferral, Inc., Box 1426, An
derson, 29622 or phone 287-4099 to hear a recorded
message.

iSSSSi

FOR SALE: Minolta SRT-101 camera with Rokkor X
1.7. Lens shade, 3 Vivitar filters, hard case, body cap,
front and rear lens covers. Like now, $225. Call Barbara
at 882 3348.

FOR SALE: 2 speakers, $15. Call 656 8654.

CHERIE—I'll give you an extra-special Valentine's
day. Love, Mark.

WEDDING INVITATIONS engraved and beauty
graved calling cards, informals and stationery (one
week delivery on wedding invitations). Isaqueena Services, phone 654-4804.

PENDLETON SCHOOL OF DANCE announces the
beginning of 2 new classes. Exercise class 7 to 8:30 pm
Thurs.; $10 per month...modern dance class—7 to 8:30
pm Wed.; $18 per month. Beginner and intermediate
levels, transportation can be provided Weds. Call Ellen
Baxter at 6543620 or 646-7209.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY, Pat.
SUNSHINE CYCLE SHOP—Clemson's serious bicycle
center in the Backstreet tradition of good service and
quality merchandise at very reasonable prices. Takara
bikes in stock. Come by 106 N Clemson Ave. and see.
GET WELL Nancy! Love, Judy.

for Pizzas
or Subs
call

654-6990
for fast free delivery
STARTS
WEDNESDAY
FEB.-18

My wife complains that
I never throw anything
away.
MEN'S
Shirts were 13.00 now 4.99
Pants were 16.00 now 7.99
Dress slacks were 38.00 now 19.90
Sport shirts were 15.00 now 6.99
Suits were 110.00 now 79.90
Knit shirts were 8.00 now 3.99
Sweaters were 20.00 now 9.99
Shoes were 30.00 now 13.99

WOMEN'S
Skirts were 13.00 now 5.99
Sweaters were 15.00 now 7.99
Blouses were 13.00 now 5.99
Slacks were 20.00 now 9.99
Jeans were 25.00 now 11.99
Dresses were 23.00 now 9.99
Jackets were 29.00 now 11.99
Shoes were 26.00 now 11.99

{% Hniuprsilg £ljnr/
'The Nation's Largest Group of Apparel Stores^
Catering Exclusively to College Students".
208 COLLEGE AVENUE
654-4484
SHOWS AT
7:15 & 9:00

astro 3 theatre

Store Hours
9:00-5:30 Mon-Sat
Prop. Steve Poteet

COLLEGE AVENUE/654-1670
1
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